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Abstract

We discuss the algebra of general gauge theories that are described by the embedding tensor

formalism. We compare the gauge transformations dependent and independent of an invariant

action, and argue that the generic transformations lead to an infinitely reducible algebra. We

connect the embedding tensor formalism to the field-antifield (or Batalin-Vilkovisky) formalism,

which is the most general formulation known for general gauge theories and their quantization.

The structure equations of the embedding tensor formalism are included in the master equation of

the field-antifield formalism.
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1 Introduction

Supergravity theories exist in many varieties. Their properties depend primarily on the
choice of spacetime dimension D and the number of supercharges N . For some of the values
of D and N one still has the freedom to decide which type of matter multiplets can be added.
Over the years, the various possibilities –called ‘basic supergravities’– have been classified
and they are well understood. However, when the field content is fixed after the above steps,
there are still different theories possible. The simplest example being the choice of the Kähler
and superpotential in D = 4, N = 1 supergravity. Other examples of ‘deformations’ consist
in the coupling to Yang-Mills type gauge groups (see for example [1]) or the introduction of
mass-parameters [2]. Recently, a powerful technique has been developed to systematically
study and classify all these deformations. This is the so-called embedding tensor formalism
which was first introduced in D = 3 in [3, 4] and later extended to higher dimensions in
[5, 6, 7, 8]. This formalism is not restricted to supergravity theories, despite the fact that its
main application is in this context. The progress is rather related to a better understanding
of all the possibilities of gauge groups and their coupling to all the fields in the theories.

The construction of the embedding tensor formalism starts from an undeformed theory
–such as the basic supergravities– with a rigid symmetry group Grigid and generators δα,
α = 1, . . . , dim(grigid). The precise matter content of the undeformed theory is not relevant
for our purposes, although it is important to highlight the vector fields. These will be denoted
by Aµ

M and transform under the rigid symmetry group with certain matrix multiplications.
Once these ingredients are known, one introduces an embedding tensor, denoted by ΘM

α,
which selects a linear combination of the rigid symmetry generators, and promotes them to
local transformations, δM :

δM ≡
∑

α

ΘM
αδα . (1.1)

The number of independent generators δM is less than or equal to the number of vectors
Aµ

M . But since there are always Abelian transformations that work on the vectors with a
∂µΛ

M term, the total number of local generators is equal to the number of vectors. The
complete set of generators forms a basis for the gauge algebra, denoted by ggauge, and
M = 1, . . . , dim(ggauge). Closure of this gauge algebra requires that the commutator of
two transformations is again a linear combination of transformations:

[δM , δN ] = fMN
P δP , (1.2)

with fMN
P the structure constants. In particular, equation (1.2) should hold for the gauge

generators in the vector representation. Clearly, this can only be true if we impose a con-
straint on the embedding tensor, which is called the closure constraint. However, this con-
straint does not guarantee the validity of the Jacobi identities and as such, extra ingredients
are necessary in order to restore consistency of the construction. First, one has to extend
the original gauge algebra ggauge with new local transformations.1 Part of these new trans-

1In section 3.2 we will see that we need three types of local transformations in total. They correspond
to electromagnetic gauge parameters for the 1-forms, and gauge and shift parameters for the antisymmetric
2-forms.
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embedding tensor formalism embedding tensor formalism
without an action with an action

constraints on ΘM
α: closure constraint closure and linear constraint

field content: Aµ
M , Bµν

MN Aµ
M , Bµν

MN

gauge transformations: 3 types, ∆B = 0 3 types, ∆B 6= 0

Table 1: Schematic overview and ingredients of the embedding tensor formalism.

formations can be used to gauge away the directions in the original algebra that violate the
Jacobi identities. Second, in order to restore the right number of degrees of freedom, one
has to introduce new 2-form tensor fields, denoted by Bµν

MN . In the end all these elements
combine to form a consistent gauge structure, whose properties we will attempt to clarify in
this paper.

Before we go deeper into the details of the gauge structure, let us remark that we have not
introduced any dynamics for the fields so far. Nevertheless, the formalism that we discussed
can be implemented into a framework with an action. For example, this has been done in
[8] for D = 4. However, this implementation requires a modification of the gauge structure
that we have outlined above. First, one has to impose an extra constraint –called linear
constraint– on the embedding tensor, which guarantees the gauge invariance of the action.
Once this constraint and the closure constraint are satisfied, the entries of the embedding
tensor are nothing else but the deformation parameters in the theory. Together with the rigid
symmetry group Grigid, they determine all the gauge couplings in the action. The second
modification is a change in the original gauge transformations of the 2-forms. They need to
be supplemented by extra terms, which will be denoted by ∆B and are characterized by a
dependence on the matter fields (such as scalars) in the action.

To summarize, Table 1 emphasizes the ingredients that we have introduced so far. We
note that the case without an action can be extended beyond the 2-tensors, by adding extra
p-forms (p > 2) and extra gauge transformations. This construction leads to the so-called
‘tensor hierarchy’ [7, 9, 10, 11, 12]. The hierarchy can also be embedded into the framework
of an action, leading to an extension of the last column in Table 1. More precisely, the de-
forms (p = D−1 in D dimensions) and top-forms (p = D) appear in the action as Lagrange
multipliers for the constraints on the embedding tensor.

Although the full hierarchy has an intricate gauge structure with interesting properties,
in this text we will only consider its truncation to the p ≤ 2-forms. More precisely, we study
the gauge algebra structure of the D = 4 embedding tensor formalism up to 1- and 2-forms,
both with and without a Lagrangian description. We obtain the following results:

1. In both cases the algebra is reducible, which means that the 3 types of gauge transfor-
mations are not independent. This dependence is characterized by the so-called zero
modes of the theory. In general, the system even turns out to be higher stage reducible;
there exist zero modes for the zero modes etc. It is not clear if these higher stage zero
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modes break down after a finite number of steps, i.e. whether the algebra is finitely
reducible.

2. The algebra has a closed form if one starts from the symmetry transformations without
specifying an action. On the other hand, once a particular form for the action is
introduced, the algebra of the modified gauge transformations (i.e. ∆B 6= 0) is open.
This means that the commutator of two modified gauge transformations only closes
up to terms that are proportional to the equations of motion.

3. In both cases the gauge algebra has a soft form, i.e. the ‘structure constants’ are not
really constant, but they depend on the fields in the theory.

Hence, we find that the algebra of symmetries has a structure that is very involved. This
brings us to the second purpose of this paper, which is to provide a more concise frame-
work for these complicated properties. This will be achieved through a new formulation
that connects the embedding tensor formalism to the Batalin-Vilkovisky (or field-antifield)
formalism.

The Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) formalism [13, 14, 15] was originally constructed as a
method to quantize a broad class of gauged field theories. This quantization is not al-
ways straightforward, due to certain properties of the gauge algebra. A first complication
arises when one considers non-Abelian gauge groups, for which it is not easy to find a gauge
fixing procedure that preserves the symmetries of the system. A way to overcome this prob-
lem is provided by the Faddeev-Popov method, which introduces unphysical ghost fields to
compensate for the gauge degrees of freedom. However, the Faddeev-Popov formalism does
not directly apply to theories with a more complicated gauge structure, such as systems
with a reducible, soft or open gauge algebra. These are exactly the properties that we en-
countered in the algebra corresponding with the embedding tensor formalism. They also
arise naturally in supergravity constructions, due to the presence of higher order form fields,
the use of non-supersymmetric gauges (such as the Wess-Zumino gauge), the presence of
off-shell multiplets, etc. In order to deal with these complicated properties in a quantiza-
tion procedure, it is necessary to add extra ingredients to the Faddeev-Popov method, such
as ghosts for ghosts that compensate for the zero modes mentioned above. This extension
of the Faddeev-Popov method is exactly given by the BV formalism; it provides all neces-
sary ingredients to quantize a class of generic gauge theories, having the properties that we
outlined above.

Apart from being a mechanism for quantization, the BV formalism is also a powerful tool
to describe classical theories with complicated gauge structures. The reason is that all the
properties (soft, open, reducible, . . .) of the classical theory are captured by the so-called
‘extended action’ of the BV formalism. This action is an extension of the usual Faddeev-
Popov action and has to satisfy several conditions, one of which is the ‘master equation’.2

In general, the master equation guarantees that the extended action is built up by tensors

2In the case of the Faddeev-Popov construction, the master equation reduces to the well-known BRST
symmetry of the gauge fixed action.
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that determine the precise form of the algebra: gauge generators, structure functions, zero
modes, etc. It is exactly this simple formulation that we will exploit in this text.

Since the complications that arose in the embedding tensor formalism (the fact that we
are dealing with a soft, reducible and open algebra) are exactly those for which the BV
formalism was designed, we can try to reformulate it in terms of the BV formalism. We
recall here the basic ingredients that we need:

1. For every gauge parameter in the algebra, we introduce a ghost field. For every zero
mode, we introduce a ghost for ghost field, etc.

2. Each of the fields in 1. gets a corresponding antifield which should be regarded as a
mathematical tool to set up the formalism.

3. We construct the extended action as an expansion in the antifields and impose the
master equation.

We find that, at ‘zeroth order’ in the antifields, the extended action is equal to the classical
action. If, as mentioned above, we consider the gauge algebra in the absence of a classical
action then the extended action has no zeroth order part. All higher order terms depend
on tensors that reflect the gauge structure of the vector and tensor fields. For example, at
first order we find the gauge generators, second order contains the structure functions, etc.
We will restrict our analysis to second order since this is enough to incorporate the most
important properties of the algebra. We also expect that this investigation can be continued
to arbitrary high orders in the antifields.

To summarize, we will motivate that a lot of the structure relations that appear in the
different papers on the embedding formalism get unified in the master equation of the BV
extended action. This result can be helpful in the future to gain more insight into the gauge
structure at higher orders in the antifields. Moreover, due to our embedding in the BV
formalism, we now have all the tools available to initiate the quantization of generic gauged
field theories.

The outline of the article is as follows. In section 2 we review the basic ingredients of the
embedding tensor formalism. We will introduce the different tensor fields and their gauge
transformations, together with a Lagrangian description. In section 3, the gauge structure
of this formalism will be investigated and we conclude that its properties are exactly those
for which the field-antifield formalism was constructed. This observation will be exploited in
section 4, where we reformulate the embedding tensor formalism in terms of the field-antifield
formalism. Finally, in section 5 we conclude with a short summary and an outlook.

2 The embedding tensor formalism

We recall from the introduction that possible gaugings of field theories with vectors can be
classified using the embedding tensor formalism. This formalism has a universal structure
that is independent of the number of spacetime dimensions or extra properties such as (local)
supersymmetry. The only input that is needed is the rigid symmetry group of the undeformed
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theory, and its (vector) field content. In this section, we review the basic ingredients of
the embedding tensor formalism, and pave the way for a more thorough discussion of the
particular gauge structures that arise. To simplify matters, we will work in 4 dimensions
from now on.

2.1 General structure

The basic supergravities in D = 4 have a rigid symmetry group that is contained in the
product of the symplectic duality group and the isometry group of the scalar manifold:

Grigid ⊆ Sp(2nV + 2,R)× Iso(Mscalar) . (2.1)

The symplectic transformations in this product work on the vector sector, with nV the
number of vector multiplets. In general, the vector fields in the theory will be denoted
by Aµ

M with M a symplectic index that takes 2nV + 2 values. They can be split into an
electric and a magnetic part, usually denoted by an upper and lower index Λ respectively:
Aµ

M = (Aµ
Λ, AµΛ). Under the rigid symmetry group, the vectors transform as follows:

δ(λ)Aµ
M = λαδαAµ

M = −λα(tα)N
MAµ

N , (2.2)

where the (tα)N
M are the rigid symmetry generators in the vector representation. The

matrices (tα)N
M satisfy the symplectic condition (tα)[N

MΩP ]M = 0, with ΩPM the symplectic
metric.

Once these features are known, one can proceed with the construction of the embedding
tensor formalism. Its main ideas are

1. the embedding of the local symmetries in (a subgroup of) the rigid invariance group,

2. the use of (some of) the vectors Aµ
M as corresponding gauge fields.

This is achieved through the introduction of a tensor ΘM
α, which selects linear combina-

tions of global symmetry generators to become local gauge transformations; recall equation
(1.1). The tensor ΘM

α has two indices; the upper index α labels the generators of the rigid
symmetry group, and the lower index M is the symplectic vector index that now also labels
the local generators.

Once the gauge generators have been selected through the choice of an embedding tensor,
one proceeds as usual by introducing a local parameter, ΛM(x), for every generator and by
constructing covariant derivatives. The gauge transformations of the vectors are

δ(Λ)Aµ
M = ∂µΛ

M + Aµ
NXNP

MΛP ≡ DµΛ
M , (2.3)

with XNP
M ≡ ΘN

α(tα)P
M . Covariant derivatives take the following form:

Dµ ≡ ∂µ −Aµ
MδM = ∂µ −Aµ

MΘM
αδα . (2.4)

For the construction of gauge theories in terms of a regular Lie algebra, this would be
the end. However, in the case of the embedding tensor formalism, the ingredients that we
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have introduced are not sufficient to construct a gauge covariant theory. There are certain
complications that arise because of the special properties of the matrices (XM)N

P = XMN
P .

For example, the usual definition of the field strengths,

Fµν
M ≡ 2∂[µAν]

M +X[NP ]
MAµ

NAν
P , (2.5)

is not covariant under the transformations (2.3). These problems and corresponding solutions
will be discussed now.

Let us start by pointing out that a consistent gauging requires the imposition of the
so-called ‘closure constraint’ on the embedding tensor. It has the following form:

QMN
α ≡ fβγ

αΘM
βΘN

γ + (tβ)N
QΘM

βΘQ
α = 0 , (2.6)

where fαβ
γ are the structure constants of the rigid symmetry algebra, [δα, δβ] = fαβ

γδγ .
This constraint is equivalent to demanding gauge invariance of the embedding tensor, since
QMN

α = δMΘN
α. It also implies that

[XM , XN ] = −XMN
PXP , (2.7)

and therefore guarantees the closure of the gauge algebra, with XMN
P as its generalized

structure constants. From their definition below (2.3), it is clear that the XMN
P are in

general not antisymmetric in [MN ]. However, the left hand side of (2.7) is antisymmetric in
[MN ], and therefore, so should be the right hand side. This means that we have to impose

Y P
MNXP = 0 , with Y P

MN ≡ X(MN)
P . (2.8)

Thus the symmetric part of XMN
P only vanishes upon contraction with the embedding

tensor, but is not zero in itself. This signals a difference with ordinary gauge groups, where
the structure constants are antisymmetric and satisfy the Jacobi identity. In our case, the
Jacobi identity is violated by terms that are proportional to Y P

MN :

X[MN ]
PX[QP ]

R + cyclic = −
1

3

(
X[MN ]

PY R
QP + cyclic

)
. (2.9)

This in turn requires several modifications to the structure that we just outlined.
The first step towards a solution is the introduction of extra gauge transformations for

the vector fields, accompanied by new local parameters Ξµ
NP (x):

δ(Λ)Aµ
M → δ(Λ,Ξ)Aµ

M = δ(Λ)Aµ
M + δ(Ξ)Aµ

M , (2.10)

where
δ(Ξ)Aµ

M = −Y M
NPΞµ

NP . (2.11)

The new transformations are proportional to the symmetric part of XMN
P , and are intro-

duced to gauge away the directions in the algebra that violate the Jacobi identity.
As a side remark, we note that also the gauge algebra provides evidence for the necessity of

extra transformations δ(Ξ). We will give a more detailed discussion of the algebra later, but
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for now, let us clarify our point and compute the commutator of two δ(Λ)-transformations
on the gauge fields:

[δ(Λ1), δ(Λ2)]Aµ
M = δ(Λ3)Aµ

M − Y M
PQ

(
Λ

(P
1 DµΛ

Q)
2 − Λ

(P
2 DµΛ

Q)
1

)
, (2.12)

with
ΛM

3 ≡ X[PQ]
MΛP

1 Λ
Q
2 . (2.13)

We see that, in order for the algebra to close on the gauge fields, they should have a trans-
formation that is proportional to Y M

PQ. This is exactly the δ(Ξ)-transformation and we
find

[δ(Λ1), δ(Λ2)]Aµ
M = δ(Λ3)Aµ

M + δ(Ξ3)Aµ
M , (2.14)

with
δ(Ξ3)Aµ

M = −Y M
PQΞ3µ

PQ , Ξ3µ
PQ ≡ Λ

(P
1 DµΛ

Q)
2 − Λ

(P
2 DµΛ

Q)
1 . (2.15)

The next step in the construction of a gauge invariant theory is the introduction of
covariant field strengths for the vectors. As we mentioned before, the usual expression,
(2.5), does not transform covariantly but picks up terms that are proportional to Y M

NP .
Therefore, we will introduce new field strengths,

Hµν
M ≡ Fµν

M + Y M
NPBµν

NP , (2.16)

and new 2-forms Bµν
NP .

Under the rigid symmetry group, the 2-forms transform in the symmetric product of
two vector representations, (Rvect × Rvect)symm. However, since they are contracted with a
tensor Y M

NP , part of the 2-forms might be projected out. More precisely, if we introduce a
projector3 P

RS
NP that leaves Y M

NP invariant,

Y M
RSP

RS
NP = Y M

NP , (2.17)

then the only 2-forms that survive are the ones that do not vanish upon contraction with
P
RS

NP . We will use the special notation Bµν
||⌈RS⌋|| for these non-vanishing tensors:4

Bµν
||⌈RS⌋|| ≡ P

RS
NPBµν

NP , and Y M
NPBµν

NP = Y M
NPBµν

||⌈NP ⌋|| . (2.18)

The same reasoning applies to the parameters Ξµ
MN , which can be restricted to Ξµ

||⌈MN⌋||.
The gauge transformations of the Bµν

||⌈NP ⌋|| are fixed by demanding the covariant transfor-
mation of the new field strengths Hµν

M . More explicitly, we determine δ(Λ,Ξ)Bµν
||⌈NP ⌋|| such

that
δ(Λ,Ξ)Hµν

M = −ΛPXPN
MHµν

N . (2.19)

3The only property of PRS
NP that we will use in this text is PRS

[NP ] = 0. So in principle the projector
could be chosen as trivial PRS

NP = δ(N
RδP )

S . Below, however, we will discuss constraints for the embedding
tensor. If the latter satisfies the constraints, Y M

NP may have less components than all symmetric (NP )
combinations. PRS

NP can then be chosen of lower rank such that it projects only to the (NP ) that remain
in Y M

NP .
4This notation was first introduced in [9].
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We find
δ(Λ,Ξ)Bµν

NP = 2D[µΞν]
NP + 2A[µ

||⌈NδAν]
P ⌋|| − 2Λ||⌈NHµν

P ⌋|| , (2.20)

where we introduced the general notation

A||⌈MBN⌋|| ≡ P
MN

RSA
RBS , (2.21)

for some tensors AR and BS. The transformations (2.20) can always be supplemented by
extra terms that vanish upon contraction with Y M

NP . Since the 2-forms will be contracted
with Y M

NP in the remainder of this and the next subsection, we will not consider these
extra terms here. However, they will become important in section 3.2 where we compute the
algebra on the 2-forms, similar to our discussion for the vectors in (2.12)-(2.15).

2.2 Gauge invariant action in D = 4

We have now introduced the minimal amount of ingredients that led to the construction of
a consistent gauge algebra and covariant field strengths. In addition to the vector fields and
the δ(Λ)-transformations, consistency required the introduction of additional local transfor-
mations and new 2-form tensor fields. So far, we have not introduced any dynamics for the
fields, or made reference to an action. However, as we alluded to in the introduction, the
discussion in the previous section can be embedded into a framework where such an action
is present. A general expression in D = 4 was first given in [8] and contains kinetic and
Chern-Simons terms for the vectors, topological terms for the 2-forms and general matter
terms. We will use a similar5 expression here that is a functional of the fields Aµ

M and
Bµν

||⌈MN⌋||:
L0 = Lg.k. + LGCS + Ltop,B + Lmatter (2.22)

with

Lg.k. = 1
4
eIΛΣHµν

ΛHµνΣ − 1
8
RΛΣε

µνρσHµν
ΛHρσ

Σ ,

LGCS = εµνρσAµ
MAν

N
(
1
3
XMN Λ ∂ρAσ

Λ + 1
6
XMN

Λ∂ρAσΛ + 1
8
XMN ΛXPQ

ΛAρ
PAσ

Q
)
,

Ltop,B = 1
4
εµνρσ Y Λ

NP Bµν
||⌈NP ⌋||

(
FρσΛ + 1

2
YΛRS Bρσ

||⌈RS⌋||
)
.

The tensors IΛΣ and RΛΣ are the real and imaginary part of the scalar dependent gauge
kinetic function. They also appear in the expression for the dual fields strengths:

Gµν
M = (Hµν

Λ,GµνΛ) with Gµν Λ ≡ εµνρσ
∂L

∂Hρσ
Λ
= RΛΓHµν

Γ +
1

2
e εµνρσ IΛΓH

ρσ Γ . (2.23)

The precise form of the Lagrangian (2.22) will be important in section 3, once we need the
equations of motion for the fields. A short calculation shows that they have the following

5In [8], a different basis for the 2-forms was introduced. More precisely, for every rigid symmetry generator
there is a corresponding tensor Bµν α. Our action, which is taken from [16], depends on the 2-forms Bµν

||⌈MN⌋||.
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form:

∂S0

∂Aµ
M

=
1

2
εµνρσΩMNDνGρσ

N − j
µ
M ≈ 0 , (2.24)

∂S0

∂Bµν
||⌈MN⌋||

=
1

4
εµνρσΩRSY

R
MN (H− G)ρσ

S ≈ 0 , (2.25)

with j
µ
M ≡

∂Smatter

∂Aµ
M and identifications on-shell are indicated by ≈.

In [16] it was pointed out that the Lagrangian in (2.22) is not automatically gauge
invariant under the transformations (2.10) and (2.20). Indeed, the structure that we studied
in the previous section has to be supplemented by two extra ingredients.

1. The embedding tensor has to satisfy a second constraint, known in the literature as
the linear or representation constraint. It has the following form:

DMNP ≡ X(MN
QΩP )Q = 0 . (2.26)

This constraint was first found as a necessary condition for supersymmetry invariance
of theories with a maximal amount of supercharges. However, it also plays a crucial
role in showing gauge invariance of the action (2.22).

In [16], a more precise meaning was attached to the linear constraint since it was recog-
nized as the condition for the absence of quantum gauge anomalies. In the presence of
gauge anomalies, characterized by constants dαβγ , this constraint should be modified
to

DMNP = ΘM
αΘN

βΘP
γdαβγ , (2.27)

and it leads to a Green-Schwarz cancellation mechanism. In this text, we will not
consider anomalies and therefore, we use the form in (2.26), i.e. DMNP = 0.

As an aside, we note that if we impose the linear constraint on the embedding tensor,
the projectors PMN

RS in (2.17) take a special form. One can show that the correspond-
ing set of 2-forms {Bµν

||⌈MN⌋||} is given by {Bµν α̃}, where the {α̃} are those indices for
which (tα̃)M

N 6= 0. In the literature (see e.g. [8]), the set {Bµν α̃} is often extended to
a basis with a 2-form for each adjoint index, i.e.

{Bµν α̃} → {Bµν α} . (2.28)

If one wants to write down a gauge invariant action for this extended set of 2-forms,
a third constraint needs to be introduced on the embedding tensor. This constraint is
called the locality constraint.

2. The second modification concerns the transformations of the 2-forms. They need to
be supplemented by extra terms that reflect the dependence of the Lagrangian on the
matter content. So once we specify the dynamics for the fields, the transformations of
the 2-forms are

δ(Λ,Ξ)Bµν
||⌈NP ⌋|| = 2D[µΞν]

||⌈NP ⌋|| + 2A[µ
||⌈NδAν]

P ⌋|| − 2Λ||⌈NHµν
P ⌋|| +∆Bµν

||⌈NP ⌋|| , (2.29)
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with
∆Bµν

||⌈NP ⌋|| = −2Λ||⌈N
(
Gµν

P ⌋|| −Hµν
P ⌋||
)

(2.30)

which is a scalar field dependent quantity. Again, (2.29) can be extended by adding
extra terms that vanish upon contraction with Y M

NP .

To summarize, the action (2.22) is invariant under the new set of gauge transformations
(2.10) and (2.29), provided that we use the closure and linear constraints on the embedding
tensor.

Let us also repeat here that if we do not stipulate an action, the transformations (2.20)
are perfectly feasible and also lead to a consistent gauge algebra. In the future, we will
always consider both cases for ∆Bµν

||⌈NP ⌋||: it is either zero as in (2.20), or given by (2.30).

3 Structure of the gauge algebra

We are now ready to give more details on the gauge algebra structure that arises in the
D = 4 embedding tensor formalism. We will provide an answer to the following questions:

1. Is the algebra closed? For a closed algebra, the commutator of two gauge transforma-
tions leads again to a linear combination of transformations, with new parameters that
depend on the fields and the original parameters. Part of this question was already
answered in section 2.1, where we checked that the algebra closes on the vectors with
transformations δ(Λ) and δ(Ξ). Here we will extend this result to the 2-forms and
show that the algebra only closes in the absence of an action (i.e. ∆B = 0). In the
other case (i.e. ∆B 6= 0) we encounter an open algebra, where additional terms in the
commutator appear that are proportional to the field equations.

2. Are the structure constants really ‘constant’, or are they functions of the fields? The
gauge algebra in the embedding tensor formalism turns out to be a soft algebra.

3. Is the gauge algebra (ir)reducible? This question addresses the (in)dependence of
the different gauge transformations, which is important if we want to determine the
independent degrees of freedom in the theory. We show that our algebra is higher stage
reducible.

These issues will be dealt with in several steps. In section 3.1, we first introduce some useful
notation, and discuss the gauge algebra generators. In the next section 3.2, we complete the
discussion on the gauge algebra commutators and show that the algebra is closed for ∆B = 0
and open for ∆B 6= 0. Once all the commutators are known, the structure ‘constants’ can
easily be determined. They will turn out to be field dependent and thus lead to a soft
algebra. Finally, in 3.3 and 3.4 we investigate the dependencies of the gauge transformations
and construct the zero modes for the reducible algebra.

12



3.1 DeWitt notation and gauge generators

In order to facilitate our discussion, we will introduce the DeWitt notation that provides
a compact and transparent way of writing down general field theories. The different fields
are denoted by φi, where the index i = 1, . . . , n can label spacetime indices µ, ν, . . . for
tensor fields, spinor indices for fermion fields, and/or an index distinguishing different types
of generic fields. The fields are also functions of spacetime, and we will adopt the convention
that the appearance of a discrete DeWitt index also indicates the presence of a spacetime
variable. We then use a generalized summation convention in which a repeated discrete
index implies not only a sum over that index but also an integration over the corresponding
spacetime variable.

In our case, the general notation φi is an abbreviation for the collection of bosonic tensor
fields,

φi ∈
{
Aµ

M(x), Bµν
||⌈MN⌋||(x)

}
. (3.1)

It means that the i-index takes the following discrete values: {µM, µν||⌈MN⌋||}, where one
should remember that the spacetime indices and (combinations of) vector indices are not at
the same level.

Furthermore, we have a set of m0 non-trivial bosonic gauge transformations. In the
DeWitt notation, they take the following form 6

δφi = R
i
a0(φ)ε

a0 , with a0 = 1, 2, . . . , m0 . (3.3)

The infinitesimal gauge parameters εa0 are arbitrary functions of the spacetime variable x,
and R

i
a0 denotes the generators of the gauge transformations. The different types of gauge

parameters that we have introduced so far are:

εa0 ∈
{
ΛM(x), Ξµ

||⌈MN⌋||(x)
}

(3.4)

thus, a0 ∈ {M, µ||⌈MN⌋||}. The gauge generators R
i
a0 in the embedding tensor formalism

can be computed by comparing the field transformations to the general expression (3.3). For
the vector fields, we find from (2.10) that their transformations are generated by 7

Rµ
M

K = Dµ
M

K , (3.6)

Rµ
M ν

||⌈KL⌋|| = −δνµ Y
M

KL . (3.7)

6Without the use of a compact summation convention, this relation would be represented as

δφi(x) =

∫
dyRi

a0
(x, y) εa0(y) . (3.2)

7In the following, we will use the notation Dµ
N1...Np

M1...Mp
, which is a particular derivation operation.

For p = 1, it is defined as follows:

Dµ
N

MTM ≡
(
δM

N∂µ +Aµ
QXQM

N
)
TM = DµT

N , (3.5)

for some object TM that transforms with a vector index. A general definition for arbitrary p can be found
in (A.23), together with some of its properties.
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The µM-indices in these equations correspond to the i-index in R
i
a0 . The a0-index takes

the values K in (3.6) and ν||⌈KL⌋|| in (3.7). Let us for once give a more detailed discussion on
how (3.6) and (3.7) are obtained (all the subsequent results can be found in a similar way).
We choose φi to be equal to a vector, then (3.3) can be written as

δAµ
M(x) =

∫
d4yRµ

M
a0(x, y)ε

a0(y) (3.8)

=

∫
d4y

[
Rµ

M
K(x, y)Λ

K(y) +Rµ
M ν

||⌈KL⌋||(x, y)Ξν
||⌈KL⌋||(y)

]
(3.9)

In the first line, we explicitly wrote down the integral over the spacetime variable y, which was
hidden in the summation over a0. In the second line, we further worked out the summation
over a0. This result should now be compared to (2.10), and we find

Rµ
M

K(x, y) =

(
δK

M ∂

∂xµ
− Aµ

Q(x)XQK
M

)
δ(x− y)

= Dµ
M

K(x)δ(x− y) , (3.10)

Rµ
M ν

||⌈KL⌋||(x, y) = −δνµY
M

KLδ(x− y) . (3.11)

In the following, we will suppress the spacetime variables and delta functions, such that
(3.10) and (3.11) reduce to the expressions (3.6) and (3.7).

Likewise, the tensors that generate the transformations of the 2-forms Bµν
||⌈NP ⌋|| can be

determined from (2.29):
{

Rµν
||⌈NP ⌋||

K

R̃µν
||⌈NP ⌋||

K

= 2A[µ
||⌈NDν]

P ⌋||
K − 2δK

||⌈N Hµν
P ⌋|| for ∆Bµν

||⌈NP ⌋|| = 0 ,

= 2A[µ
||⌈NDν]

P ⌋||
K − 2δK

||⌈N GµνP ⌋|| for ∆Bµν
||⌈NP ⌋|| = −2Λ||⌈N (G −H)µν

P ⌋||,

Rµν
||⌈NP ⌋||ρ

||⌈RS⌋|| = 2D[µ
NP

RSδ
ρ

ν] − 2A[µ
||⌈NY P ⌋||

RSδ
ρ

ν] .

(3.12)
In the first two lines, we made a distinction between the gauge transformations without the
specification of an action (i.e. ∆B = 0), and the gauge transformations that leave the action
(2.22) invariant. In order to tell the difference between these two cases, we have added a
tilde to the generators on the second line. In the following, we will use the more general
notation R̃

i
a0 to indicate all generators that leave the action (2.22) invariant. It is clear that

R̃
i
a0 = R

i
a0 , except for i = µν||⌈NP ⌋||, a0 = K.

Given the precise form of the gauge generators, the next step is to compute the commu-
tators of gauge transformations on the fields. This will be the subject of the next section.

3.2 Closure of the gauge algebra

We make a clear distinction between the generators R
i
a0 that are part of the embedding

tensor formalism without the specification of an action, and the generators R̃i
a0 that appear

in the Lagrangian description. The difference between these two cases, which is captured by
∆B, leads to distinct conclusions about the properties of the corresponding gauge algebra.
In the first subsection, we consider the formalism without an action.
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3.2.1 Formalism without an action

In order to have a closed algebra, the gauge transformations need to satisfy the following
relation:

[δ1, δ2]φ
i = R

i
a0T

a0
b0c0 ε

b0
1 ε

c0
2 . (3.13)

The T
a0

b0c0 are antisymmetric tensors under the interchange of indices b0 and c0. They are
called the ‘structure constants’ of the algebra, although in general, they depend on the fields
of the theory.

From (2.14) we know that the commutator of two δ(Λ) transformations on the gauge
fields leads again to a linear combination of a δ(Λ) and a δ(Ξ) transformation. Likewise, one
can show that

[δ(Λ), δ(Ξ)]Aµ
M = 0 , (3.14)

[δ(Ξ1), δ(Ξ2)]Aµ
M = 0 . (3.15)

We conclude that the gauge algebra with transformations δ(Λ) and δ(Ξ) indeed satisfies the
relation (3.13) on the vector fields. The only non-vanishing structure constants are

T
M

RS = X[RS]
M , T µ

||⌈MN⌋||
RS = δR

||⌈MDµ
N⌋||

S − δS
||⌈MDµ

N⌋||
R , (3.16)

where both T ’s are antisymmetric in [RS].
On the other hand, we have not yet checked whether the algebra also closes on the

2-forms. Let us therefore compute the non-vanishing commutators. We find that:

[δ(Λ1), δ(Λ2)]Bµν
||⌈NP ⌋|| = δ(Λ3)Bµν

||⌈NP ⌋|| + δ(Ξ3)Bµν
||⌈NP ⌋|| (3.17)

−Y NP
M ||⌈RS⌋||

(
ΛM

1 Hµν
||⌈RΛ

S⌋||
2 − (1↔ 2)

)
,

[δ(Λ), δ(Ξ)]Bµν
||⌈NP ⌋|| = −Y NP

M ||⌈RS⌋||

(
−2Ξ[µ

||⌈RS⌋||Dν]Λ
M
)
, (3.18)

[δ(Ξ1), δ(Ξ2)]Bµν
||⌈NP ⌋|| = −Y NP

M ||⌈RS⌋||

[
−Y M

QT

(
Ξ1[µ

||⌈QT ⌋||Ξ2ν]
||⌈RS⌋|| − (1↔ 2)

)]
, (3.19)

with
Y NP

M ||⌈RS⌋|| ≡ 2
(
δM

||⌈NY P ⌋||
RS −XM ||⌈R

||⌈NδS⌋||
P ⌋||
)
. (3.20)

The contraction of this tensor with Y Q
NP vanishes (see (A.14)),

Y Q
NPY

NP
M ||⌈RS⌋|| = 0 , (3.21)

which is a relation that will be important later on.
Let us now study the commutation relations (3.17)-(3.19) in more detail. Clearly, the

closure condition (3.13) is not satisfied since each of the commutators contains an extra term
that is proportional to Y NP

M ||⌈RS⌋||. There is however a way to restore closure of the algebra,
which is completely analogous to our treatment in (2.12)-(2.15) for the 1-forms: we extend
the original gauge transformations with a new local transformation that is proportional to
Y NP

M ||⌈RS⌋||,

δ(Λ,Ξ)Bµν
||⌈MN⌋|| → δ(Λ,Ξ,Φ)Bµν

||⌈MN⌋|| = δ(Λ,Ξ)Bµν
||⌈MN⌋|| + δ(Φ)Bµν

||⌈MN⌋||, (3.22)
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with 8

δ(Φ)Bµν
||⌈MN⌋|| = −Y MN

P ||⌈RS⌋||Φµν
||⌈P ||⌈RS⌋||⌋|| (3.23)

and new local parameters Φµν
||⌈P ||⌈RS⌋||⌋||(x). The original set of gauge transformations in (3.4)

should therefore be replaced by {δ(Λ), δ(Ξ), δ(Φ)} with local parameters

εa0 ∈
{
ΛM(x), Ξµ

||⌈MN⌋||(x), Φµν
||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋||(x)

}
. (3.24)

It is clear that the index a0 takes an extra value µν||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋|| and the corresponding gauge
generators are

Rρ
K µν

||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋|| = 0 , (3.25)

Rρσ
||⌈KL⌋||µν

||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋|| = −δ[µν]ρσ Y KL
M ||⌈NP ⌋|| . (3.26)

With this new set of gauge transformations, it is easy to check that the algebra closes:

[δ(Λ1), δ(Λ2)]Bµν
||⌈NP ⌋|| = δ(Λ3)Bµν

||⌈NP ⌋|| + δ(Ξ3)Bµν
||⌈NP ⌋|| + δ(Φ3)Bµν

||⌈NP ⌋|| , (3.27)

[δ(Λ), δ(Ξ)]Bµν
||⌈NP ⌋|| = δ(Φ4)Bµν

||⌈NP ⌋|| , (3.28)

[δ(Ξ1), δ(Ξ2)]Bµν
||⌈NP ⌋|| = δ(Φ5)Bµν

||⌈NP ⌋|| . (3.29)

The commutators satisfy the relation (3.13) and the parameters Φ3, Φ4 and Φ5 determine
the precise form of the structure constants. From (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19) one sees that:

Φ3µν
||⌈M ||⌈RS⌋||⌋|| = Λ

||⌈M
1 Hµν

||⌈RΛ
S⌋||⌋||
2 − (1↔ 2) , (3.30)

Φ4µν
||⌈M ||⌈RS⌋||⌋|| = −2Ξ[µ

||⌈||⌈RS⌋||Dν]Λ
M⌋|| , (3.31)

Φ5µν
||⌈M ||⌈RS⌋||⌋|| = Y ||⌈M

QT

(
Ξ1[µ

||⌈RS⌋||⌋||Ξ2ν]
QT − (1↔ 2)

)
, (3.32)

which leads to an expression for the remaining non-vanishing structure constants:

T µν
||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋||

RS = δR
||⌈MHµν

||⌈NδS
P ⌋||⌋|| − δS

||⌈MHµν
||⌈NδR

P ⌋||⌋|| , (3.33)

T µν
||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋||

R
ρ
||⌈ST ⌋|| = −T µν

||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋|| ρ
||⌈ST ⌋||R = −2δS

||⌈||⌈NδT
P ⌋||δ

ρ

[µDν]
M⌋||

R , (3.34)

T µν
||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋|| ρ

||⌈QR⌋||
σ
||⌈ST ⌋|| = δ

ρ

[µδ
σ
ν]

(
Y ||⌈M

QRδS
||⌈NδT

P ⌋||⌋|| + Y ||⌈M
ST δQ

||⌈NδR
P ⌋||⌋||
)
. (3.35)

We conclude this section with the observation that the structure constants are not really
constant, but depend on the fields in the theory. This can be seen for example from (3.16)
which depends on the vectors, and (3.33) which depends on both the vectors and 2-forms.
Due to this field dependence of the structure functions, the gauge algebra is often called a
‘soft algebra’.

8We have used a special notation here with nested brackets ||⌈.||⌈.⌋||⌋|| . One can think of it as a generalization
of ||⌈.⌋|| ; its precise definition and further generalizations can be found in appendix A.1.
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3.2.2 Formalism with an action

Our treatment in the previous section can now be generalized to the case where the em-
bedding tensor formalism is incorporated into the framework of an action. This has an
effect on the gauge transformations, i.e. ∆Bµν

||⌈MN⌋|| takes the value in (2.30) and the gen-

erators Ri
a0 are replaced by R̃

i
a0 . So far, the latter have only been defined for the indices

i ∈ {µM, µν||⌈MN⌋||} and a0 ∈ {M,µ||⌈MN⌋||}. We will see in due course that the a0 have to
be extended as in (3.24), but for the time being, we only consider the smaller set. In section

2.2 we saw that the transformations R̃
i
a0 leave the action invariant, which is expressed by

the Noether identities:
∂iS0 R̃

i
a0 = 0 . (3.36)

The most general solution to the Noether identities is a gauge transformation, up to terms
proportional to the equations of motion:

∂iS0 λ
i = 0 ⇔ λi = R̃

i
a0χ

a0 + ∂jS0 T
ji , (3.37)

for some tensors χa0 and T ij = −T ji. The last term in (3.37) is known as a trivial gauge
transformation, and it is easily checked that the action is invariant under these transforma-
tions due to the antisymmetry of T ij in [ij]. A particular choice for λi in (3.37) would be the
commutator of two gauge transformations on a field: λi = [δ1, δ2]φ

i. Since for this particular
choice, ∂iS0 λ

i = 0 is trivially satisfied due to (3.36), equation (3.37) tells us that [δ1, δ2]φ
i

is of the form
[δ1, δ2]φ

i = R̃
i
a0χ

a0 + ∂jS0 T
ji . (3.38)

Since the left hand side is proportional to the antisymmetric combination of two gauge
parameters, ε

[a0
1 ε

b0]
2 , so should be the right hand side. We can factor out these parameters

and write
[δ1, δ2]φ

i = R̃
i
a0T̃

a0
b0c0 ε

b0
1 ε

c0
2 + ∂jS0 Ẽ

ij
a0b0 ε

a0
1 εb02 . (3.39)

This is the generalization of equation (3.13). The first term on the right hand side has a

familiar form, with T̃
a0

b0c0 the structure ‘constants’ that are antisymmetric in [b0c0]. The

second term depends on the equations of motion multiplied by some Ẽ-tensors that are
antisymmetric in both [ij] and [a0b0]. If these tensors do not vanish, the algebra only closes
on-shell (i.e. when ∂jS0 = 0).

To summarize, the Noether identities impose a particular form for the gauge algebra,
given by (3.39). We will now check whether (3.39) is indeed fulfilled for the 1- and 2-forms
that arise in the embedding tensor formalism. Our results are as follows:

Commutators on the 1-forms. These do not change, i.e. (2.14), (3.14) and (3.15) are

still valid. The reason is that the generators R̃i
a0 are equal to the generators Ri

a0 for i = M

and arbitrary a0. This also means that the structure functions take the same values:

T̃
M

RS = T
M

RS , T̃ µ
||⌈MN⌋||

RS = T µ
||⌈MN⌋||

RS . (3.40)

The corresponding Ẽ-tensors in (3.39) all vanish.
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Commutators on the 2-forms. These are slightly more involved. Let us start with the
easiest case, which is the commutator of a δ(Λ) and a δ(Ξ) transformation. We find

[δ(Λ), δ(Ξ)]Bµν
||⌈MN⌋|| = −Y MN

Q||⌈RS⌋||

(
−2Ξ[µ

||⌈RS⌋||Dν]Λ
Q
)
, (3.41)

which is exactly the same expression as (3.18). Consistency of the algebra requires the intro-
duction of a new local transformation of the 2-forms, identical to (3.22). The corresponding
generators are

R̃µ
M ρσ

||⌈Q||⌈RS⌋||⌋|| = 0 , (3.42)

R̃µν
||⌈MN⌋|| ρσ

||⌈Q||⌈RS⌋||⌋|| = −δ[ρσ]µν Y MN
Q||⌈RS⌋|| , (3.43)

and the index range a0 has to be extended to

a0 ∈ {M,µ||⌈MN⌋||, µν||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋||} . (3.44)

It is important to note that the form of the algebra in (3.39) should still be valid for this
extended set of indices. Since (3.39) is a consequence of the Noether identities (3.36), it is
enough to check that the latter also hold for a0 = µν||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋||. Indeed,

∂iS0 R̃
i µν

||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋|| =
∂S0

∂Aρ
R
R̃ρ

Rµν
||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋|| +

∂S0

∂Bρσ
||⌈RS⌋||

R̃ρσ
||⌈RS⌋|| µν

||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋||

∼
(
Y Q

RS

) (
−δ[µν]ρσ Y RS

M ||⌈NP ⌋||

)
= 0 . (3.45)

We used (3.42) and the fact that each 2-form Bµν
||⌈RS⌋|| is contracted with a tensor Y Q

RS in
the action. Then the last line vanishes because of the orthogonality of the Y -tensors, see
(3.21).

Due to the introduction of the new transformations δ(Φ), relation (3.41) can be written
as

[δ(Λ), δ(Ξ)]Bµν
||⌈MN⌋|| = δ(Φ̃4)Bµν

||⌈MN⌋|| , (3.46)

with Φ̃4 = Φ4. If we compare this to the general expression (3.39), it is clear that all the

corresponding Ẽ-tensors vanish and the non-zero structure function is identical to (3.34):

T̃ µν
||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋||

R
ρ
||⌈ST ⌋|| = T µν

||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋||
R
ρ
||⌈ST ⌋|| . (3.47)

Similar results hold for the commutator of two δ(Ξ) transformations on the 2-forms. We
have

[δ(Ξ1), δ(Ξ2)]Bµν
||⌈MN⌋|| = δ(Φ̃5)Bµν

||⌈MN⌋|| , (3.48)

with Φ̃5 = Φ5. Also here the Ẽ-tensors vanish and T̃ µν
||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋|| ρ

||⌈QR⌋||
σ
||⌈ST ⌋|| is given by (3.35).

Finally, we calculate the commutator of two δ(Λ) transformations:

[δ(Λ1), δ(Λ2)]Bµν
||⌈MN⌋|| = δ(Λ̃3)Bµν

||⌈MN⌋|| + δ(Ξ̃3)Bµν
||⌈MN⌋|| + δ(Φ̃3)Bµν

||⌈MN⌋||

+2Λ
[Q
1 Λ

P ]
2

[
8ηρ[µην]σIΛΣ P

MN
P
Λ
P
RS

Q
Σ (3.49)

−4εµνρσRΛΣ P
MN

P
Λ
P
RS

Q
Σ

−εµνρσ
(
P
MN

P
Λ
P
RS

QΛ + P
MN

PΛP
RS

Q
Λ
) ] ∂S0

∂Bρσ
||⌈RS⌋||

.
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The parameters Λ̃3, Ξ̃3 and Φ̃3 take the following values:

Λ̃M
3 = ΛM

3 , Ξ̃3µ
||⌈MN⌋|| = Ξ3µ

||⌈MN⌋|| , Φ̃3µν
||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋|| = Λ

||⌈M
1 Gµν

||⌈NΛ
P ⌋||⌋||
2 − (1↔ 2) . (3.50)

This result is slightly more complicated and we note the following differences with (3.27):

• The parameter Φ̃3 differs from Φ3, i.e. the field strengths Hµν
M have been replaced by

their scalar dependent counterparts Gµν
M .

• This in turn leads to a difference in the structure functions:

T̃ µν
M ||⌈NP ⌋||

RS = δR
||⌈MGµν

||⌈NδS
P ⌋||⌋|| − δS

||⌈MGµν
||⌈NδR

P ⌋||⌋|| . (3.51)

Again Hµν
M has been replace by Gµν

M .

• Finally, the last three lines in equation (3.49) are proportional to the equations of

motion. These terms fit into the general expression (3.39) with Ẽµν
MN

ρσ
RS

PQ different
from zero:

Ẽµν
MN

ρσ
RS

PQ = −16ηρ[µην]σIΛΣ P
MN

[P
Λ
P
RS

Q]
Σ + 8εµνρσRΛΣ P

MN
[P

Λ
P
RS

Q]
Σ

+2εµνρσ
(
P
MN

[P
Λ
P
RS

Q]Λ + P
MN

[PΛP
RS

Q]
Λ
)
. (3.52)

To summarize, let us repeat the main points of this section. If the embedding tensor formal-
ism is modified by introducing a Lagrangian, we are necessarily dealing with an open algebra.
The general form of such an algebra is given in (3.39), and we checked that this relation is
indeed satisfied. At the same time, the calculations provided us with an expression for the
structure constants and Ẽ-tensors. This lets us conclude that we are also dealing with a soft
algebra, i.e. the structure constants depend on the fields in the theory.

Of course this is not the end of the story. Several higher order commutators need to be
evaluated in order to define the full structure of the algebra. For example, at the second
order we find the Jacobi identity,

[δ1, [δ2, δ3]]φ
i + cyclic in 123 = 0 , (3.53)

which leads to extra relations between R̃, T̃ and Ẽ due to (3.39). Moreover, it requires the
introduction of several new tensors. In general, this process needs to be continued up to
arbitrary order in the commutators, until it terminates. In this text, however, we will not go
beyond first order since the most interesting properties of the algebra follow already from a
single commutator on the fields.

3.3 Zero modes

With the knowledge of the gauge generators from sections 3.1 and 3.2, we can now address
the (in)dependence of the gauge transformations. Again we will distinguish between two
cases:
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1. For the formalism without an action, the question whether the gauge transformations
{δ(Λ), δ(Ξ), δ(Φ)} are (in)dependent, can be formulated as follows: do there exist
vectors Z(1)

a0
a1 , such that for all i

R
i
a0Z(1)

a0
a1 = 0 ? (3.54)

The index a1 enumerates the possible outcomes. If (3.54) has m1 6= 0 non-trivial
solutions, then a1 takes m1 different values and it means that there exist m1 depen-
dencies between the gauge generators. In this case, the algebra is called reducible and
the Z(1)

a0
a1 are its zero modes. If (3.54) has no non-trivial solutions, then the gauge

transformations are independent and the algebra is called irreducible.

2. If the formalism is embedded into the framework with a classical action S0, then we
should consider the generators R̃i

a0 instead and equation (3.54) has to be modified to

R̃
i
a0Z̃(1)

a0
a1 = ∂jS0 Ṽ(1)

ji
a1 , (3.55)

for some tensors Z̃(1)
a0

a1 and Ṽ(1)
ij
a1 = −Ṽ(1)

ji
a1 . The right hand side of (3.55) is now

proportional to the field equations, which means that the Z̃(1)
a0

a1 are on-shell null
vectors (or zero modes):

R̃
i
a0Z̃(1)

a0
a1

∣∣∣
on−shell

= 0 . (3.56)

The presence of Ṽ(1)
ij
a1 in (3.55) is a way to extend this statement off-shell. If {a1} is

non-empty, then the gauge generators have m1 on-shell dependencies and the algebra
is reducible.

The remainder of this section will be devoted to finding the solutions of (3.55). The solutions
of (3.54) are very similar and will be discussed in the summary at the end of this subsection.

The strategy to solve (3.55) will be to evaluate the different possibilities for the index i,
and work out the summation over the a0-index. Then we look for particular solutions which
fix the precise form of the a1-type indices. Let us first choose i = µM , then equation (3.55)
becomes

R̃µ
M

QZ̃(1)
Q
a1 + R̃µ

M ν
||⌈RS⌋||Z̃(1) ν

||⌈RS⌋||
a1 + R̃µ

M νρ
||⌈Q||⌈RS⌋||⌋||Z̃(1) νρ

||⌈Q||⌈RS⌋||⌋||
a1 = −∂jS0 Ṽ(1) µ

Mj
a1 .

(3.57)

Using the fact that R̃µ
M νρ

||⌈Q||⌈RS⌋||⌋|| = 0, R̃µ
M

Q = Rµ
M

Q and R̃µ
M ν

||⌈RS⌋|| = Rµ
M ν

||⌈RS⌋||, we get

Dµ
M

QZ̃(1)
Q
a1 − Y M

RSZ̃(1) µ
||⌈RS⌋||

a1 = −∂jS0 Ṽ(1) µ
Mj

a1 . (3.58)

A particular solution of this equation exists if we choose the a1-index of the ||⌈KL⌋||-type and

Z̃(1)
Q
||⌈KL⌋|| = Y Q

KL , Z̃(1)µ
||⌈RS⌋||

||⌈KL⌋|| = Dµ
RS

KL , (3.59)

Ṽ(1)µ
Mj

||⌈KL⌋|| = 0 ∀ j . (3.60)

Then (3.58) reduces to
Dµ

M
QY

Q
NP − Y M

RSDµ
RS

NP = 0 , (3.61)
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which is a property of the special derivatives (see equation (A.24)) and reflects the gauge
invariance of the tensors Y Q

NP .
In order to determine the remaining tensor Z̃(1)µν

||⌈Q||⌈RS⌋||⌋||
||⌈KL⌋||, we choose the i-index in

(3.55) to be of the µν||⌈NP ⌋||-type and a1 = ||⌈KL⌋||:

R̃µν
||⌈NP ⌋||

QZ̃(1)
Q
||⌈KL⌋|| + R̃µν

||⌈NP ⌋||ρ
||⌈RS⌋||Z̃(1)ρ

||⌈RS⌋||
||⌈KL⌋|| + R̃µν

||⌈NP ⌋||ρσ
||⌈Q||⌈RS⌋||⌋||Z̃(1)ρσ

||⌈Q||⌈RS⌋||⌋||
||⌈KL⌋||

= −Ṽ(1)µν
||⌈NP ⌋|| j

||⌈KL⌋|| ∂jS0 . (3.62)

Plugging in the generators (3.12), (3.43) and the zero modes (3.59) gives
(
2A[µ

||⌈NDν]
P ⌋||

Q − 2δQ
||⌈NGµν

P ⌋||
)
Y Q

KL (3.63)

+
(
2D[µ

NP
RS − 2A[µ

||⌈NY P ⌋||
RS

)
Dν]

RS
KL

−Y NP
Q||⌈RS⌋||Z̃(1)µν

||⌈Q||⌈RS⌋||⌋||
||⌈KL⌋|| = −Ṽ(1)µν

||⌈NP ⌋|| j
||⌈KL⌋|| ∂jS0 .

Due to (A.24), the first and fourth term on the left hand side cancel. To see how the
remaining terms combine, we use the Ricci identity in the second line,9

2D[µ
NP

RS Dν]
RS

KL = Hµν
MXM ||⌈KL⌋||

NP , (3.65)

and we get

− 2Gµν
||⌈NY P ⌋||

KL +Hµν
MXM ||⌈KL⌋||

NP (3.66)

−
(
2δQ

||⌈NY P ⌋||
RS −XQ||⌈RS⌋||

NP
)
Z̃(1)µν

||⌈Q||⌈RS⌋||⌋||
||⌈KL⌋|| = −Ṽ(1)µν

||⌈NP ⌋|| j
||⌈KL⌋|| ∂jS0 .

The tensor structure in the first and second line look very similar and the most obvious
choice is to combine the first and third term on the left hand side, as well as the second and
fourth term. If we make the choice

Z̃(1)µν
||⌈Q||⌈RS⌋||⌋||

KL = −Gµν
||⌈Q
P
RS⌋||

KL , (3.67)

equation (3.66) reduces to

(
Hµν

M − Gµν
M
)
XM ||⌈KL⌋||

NP = −Ṽ(1)µν
NP j

KL ∂jS0 . (3.68)

In order to determine the Ṽ(1)-tensors on the right hand side, we need to substitute the
equations of motion ∂jS0, which have been given in (2.24) and (2.25):

(H− G)µν
MXM ||⌈KL⌋||

NP = −Ṽ(1)µν
||⌈NP ⌋||

ρ
R
||⌈KL⌋||

(
∂S0

∂Aρ
R

)
(3.69)

−Ṽ(1)µν
||⌈NP ⌋||

ρσ
||⌈RS⌋||

||⌈KL⌋||

(
1

4
ερσλτΩMQY

M
RS (H− G)λτ

Q

)
.

9We have introduced the following shorthand notation here:

XM||⌈KL⌋||
NP ≡ 2XM||⌈K

||⌈NδL⌋||
P⌋|| . (3.64)

This definition can be generalized to arbitrary XM1||⌈M2...Mp⌋||..⌋||
||⌈N1||⌈N2...Np−1⌋||..⌋||. We refer to appendix A.1 for

more details.
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The first term on the right hand side vanishes since also Ṽ(1)ρ
R
µν

||⌈NP ⌋||
||⌈KL⌋|| = 0 (see (3.60))

and because Ṽ(1)
ij
||⌈KL⌋|| is antisymmetric in [ij]. This leaves us with two terms that are both

proportional to (H − G). It requires some calculational effort (and the linear constraint
(2.26) on the embedding tensor) to show that equation (3.69) is satisfied if we choose

Ṽ(1)µν
||⌈NP ⌋||

ρσ
||⌈RS⌋||

||⌈KL⌋|| = −4εµνρσδ||⌈K
||⌈NΩP ⌋||||⌈RδL⌋||

S⌋|| . (3.70)

To summarize, we have shown that

Z̃(1)
a0

||⌈KL⌋|| =




Y Q
KL

Dµ
RS

KL

−Gµν ||⌈QPRS⌋||
KL


 and Ṽ(1)

ij
||⌈KL⌋|| =

(
0 0
0 −4εµνρσδ||⌈K

||⌈NΩP ⌋||||⌈RδL⌋||
S⌋||

)

(3.71)
form a non-trivial solution of (3.55) for a1 = ||⌈KL⌋||.

However, this is not the only value of a1 for which a solution can be found. A calculation
which is very similar to the one above, reveals that there are two more solutions, namely for
a1 = ρ||⌈K||⌈LM⌋||⌋|| and a1 = ρσ||⌈K||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋||⌋||. In both cases, all the Ṽ(1)

ij
a1 are zero, and

Z̃(1)
a0 ρ

||⌈K||⌈LM⌋||⌋|| =




0
Y RS

K||⌈LM⌋||δ
ρ
µ

2D[µ
Q||⌈RS⌋||

K||⌈LM⌋||δ
ρ

ν]


 , Z̃(1)

a0 ρσ
||⌈K||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋||⌋|| =




0
0

Y Q||⌈RS⌋||
K||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋||δ

[ρσ]
[µν]


 .

(3.72)
In the expression for the third zero mode appears a tensor Y Q||⌈RS⌋||

K||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋||, which is a gen-
eralization of Y Q

KL and Y RS
K||⌈LM⌋||. It is defined

10 in (A.11) and has the property that

Y TU
Q||⌈RS⌋||Y

Q||⌈RS⌋||
K||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋|| = 0 . (3.73)

Summary and discussion: The generators that make up the gauge algebra in the D = 4
embedding tensor formalism with action S0, are not all independent. For the indices i

and a0 restricted to {µN, µν||⌈NP ⌋||} and {Q, µ||⌈RS⌋||, µν||⌈Q||⌈RS⌋||⌋||} respectively, we checked

that equation (3.55) has non-trivial solutions for the zero modes Z̃(1)
a0

a1 and corresponding

tensors Ṽ(1)
ij
a1 . We found 3 solutions in total, more precisely for a1 = ||⌈KL⌋||, a1 = ρ||⌈K||⌈LM⌋||⌋||

and a1 = ρσ||⌈K||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋||⌋||. Then Z̃(1)
a0

a1 is a (3× 3) block matrix; the rows are enumerated
by a0 and the columns by a1:

Z̃(1)
a0

a1 =




Y Q
KL 0 0

Dµ
RS

KL Y RS
K||⌈LM⌋||δ

ρ
µ 0

−Gµν ||⌈QPRS⌋||
KL 2D[µ

Q||⌈RS⌋||
K||⌈LM⌋||δ

ρ

ν] Y Q||⌈RS⌋||
K||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋||δ

ρσ

[µν]


 . (3.74)

We recognize a certain systematics in this solution: the diagonal entries are all proportional
to a Y -tensor and the 21- and 32-elements contain a derivative. This special structure will

10In general, we will introduce tensors Y M1||⌈...Mp−1⌋||..⌋||
K1||⌈...Kp⌋||..⌋|| that vanish upon contraction with

Y K1||⌈...Kp⌋||..⌋||
N1||⌈...Np+1⌋||..⌋||, and their precise definition is given in (A.12).
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be further investigated in the next section, where we show that Z̃(1)
a0

a1 has non-maximal
rank, which means that not all zero modes are independent.

Finally, we remark here that the solutions Z(1)
a0

a1 of (3.54) are identical, except for the
lower left entry, where GµνQ should be replaced by Hµν

Q.

3.4 Higher stage zero modes

If the 3 solutions for Z(1)
a0

a1 or Z̃(1)
a0

a1 are independent, then the theory is called first-stage
reducible. However, this may not happen; there can be ‘level-two’ gauge invariances that
reflect the dependencies among the Z(1)

a0
a1 or Z̃(1)

a0
a1 . This reasoning can be repeated for

the level-two generators, and it possibly leads to dependencies at higher stages. This brings
us to the concept of an L-th stage reducible theory, which means that only at level L, all the
generators are independent. In order to determine the level L for the gauge structure of the
embedding tensor formalism, we will investigate the dependencies among the zero modes in
(3.74). We need to solve an equation that is similar to (3.54) or (3.55):

1. For the transformations in the absence of an action, we look for non-trivial tensors
Z(2)

a1
a2 that are solutions of

Z(1)
a0

a1Z(2)
a1

a2 = 0 . (3.75)

The index a2 labels the m2 different solutions and therefore the possible dependencies
of the zero modes. The new tensors Z(2)

a1
a2 are called ‘zero modes for zero modes’ or

second stage zero modes.

2. In the presence of an action, equation (3.75) needs to be modified to

Z̃(1)
a0

a1Z̃(2)
a1

a2 = ∂iS0 Ṽ(2)
i a0

a2 . (3.76)

The Z̃(2)
a1

a2 are m2 on-shell null vectors of the zero modes. The tensors Ṽ(2)
i a0

a2 in
(3.76) provide an off-shell extension of this statement.

We will look for non-trivial solutions of (3.76) with Z̃(1)
a0

a1 given in (3.74).11 Our strategy
will be to make a motivated guess for the solutions, and then check that (3.76) is indeed
satisfied. From the previous section, we know that a0 ∈ {K1, µ||⌈K1K2⌋||, µν||⌈K1||⌈K2K3⌋||⌋||} and
a1 ∈ {||⌈K1K2⌋||, µ||⌈K1||⌈K2K3⌋||⌋||, µν||⌈K1 . . .K4⌋||..⌋||}. Comparing these two index sets, we expect
that this structure can be continued and

a2 ∈ {||⌈K1||⌈K2K3⌋||⌋||, µ||⌈K1 . . .K4⌋||..⌋||, µν||⌈K1 . . .K5⌋||..⌋||} . (3.77)

Therefore, we propose the following form for Z̃(2)
a1

a2 , which looks very similar to the expres-
sion for the zero modes in (3.74):

Z̃(2)
a1

a2 =




−Y M1M2

K1||⌈K2K3⌋|| 0 0
Dµ

M1||⌈M2M3⌋||
K1||⌈K2K3⌋|| −Y M1||⌈M2M3⌋||

K1||⌈...K4⌋||⌋||δ
ρ
µ 0

Gµν ||⌈M1P
...M4⌋||⌋||

K1||⌈K2K3⌋|| 2D[µ
M1||⌈...M4⌋||⌋||

K1||⌈...K4⌋||⌋||δ
ρ

ν] −Y
M1||⌈...M4⌋||⌋||

K1||⌈...K5⌋||..⌋||δ
[ρσ]
[µν]



 .

(3.78)

11The solutions of (3.75) will again be very similar, and can be found at the end of this section.
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On the diagonal, Y -tensors appear with an extra minus sign compared to the expression for
the zero modes (3.74). The 21- and 32-elements contain a derivative and the lower left entry
is proportional to the scalar dependent field strength.

Let us now compute the different entries in the matrix product Z̃(1)
a0

a1Z̃(2)
a1

a2 and show
that they are proportional to the field equations, just as in (3.76). This calculation is a check

on the validity of (3.78) and it gives the correct expression for Ṽ(2)
i a0

a2 .
We start with the computation of the 11-element, which corresponds to multiplying the

first row of Z̃(1) with the first column of Z̃(2):

[
Z̃(1)

a0
a1Z̃(2)

a1
a2

]
11

= −Y M1
N1N2

Y N1N2
K1||⌈K2K3⌋|| . (3.79)

This expression vanishes because of the orthogonality of the Y -tensors, see (A.14). It also

means that (3.76) is satisfied iff Ṽ(2)
iM1

||⌈K1||⌈K2K3⌋||⌋|| = 0 for all values of i. A similar reasoning
can be made for the other diagonal elements in the matrix product: we use (A.16) to show

that they vanish and this is consistent with (3.76) iff the corresponding Ṽ(2)
i a0

a2 ’s also vanish.
The 12-, 13- and 23-entries are trivially satisfied, which brings us to the 21 and 32 elements:

[
Z̃(1)

a0
a1Z̃(2)

a1
a2

]

21
= −Dµ

M1M2
N1N2

Y N1N2
K1||⌈K2K3⌋|| + Y M1M2

N1||⌈N2N3⌋||Dµ
N1||⌈N2N3⌋||

K1||⌈K2K3⌋|| ,
[
Z̃(1)

a0
a1Z̃(2)

a1
a2

]

32
= −2D[µ

M1||⌈M2M3⌋||
N1||⌈N2N3⌋||δ

ρ

ν]Y
N1||⌈N2N3⌋||

K1||⌈...K4⌋||⌋||

+2Y M1||⌈M2M3⌋||
N1||⌈...N4⌋||⌋||D[µ

N1||⌈...N4⌋||⌋||
K1||⌈...K4⌋||⌋||δ

ρ

ν] . (3.80)

Both expressions vanish due to the properties of the covariant derivative, see (A.25). This

means that, in order to satisfy (3.76), also Ṽ(2)
i
µ
||⌈M1M2⌋||

||⌈K1...K3⌋||⌋|| = Ṽ(2)
i
µν

||⌈M1...M3⌋||⌋|| ρ
||⌈K1...K4⌋||..⌋|| = 0

for all values of i. Finally, we consider the 31 element:

[
Z̃(1)

a0
a1Z̃(2)

a1
a2

]

31
= Gµν

||⌈M1P
M2M3⌋||

N1N2
Y N1N2

K1||⌈K2K3⌋||

+2D[µ
M1||⌈M2M3⌋||

N1||⌈N2N3⌋||Dν]
N1||⌈N2N3⌋||

K1||⌈K2K3⌋||

+Y M1||⌈M2M3⌋||
N1||⌈...N4⌋||⌋||Gµν

||⌈N1P
...N4⌋||⌋||

K1||⌈K2K3⌋||

= Gµν
N1δN1

||⌈M1Y M2M3⌋||
K1||⌈K2K3⌋|| +Hµν

N1XN1||⌈K1||⌈K2K3⌋||⌋||
||⌈M1||⌈M2M3⌋||⌋||

+Gµν
N1
(
−δN1

||⌈M1Y M2M3⌋||
K1||⌈K2K3⌋|| −XN1||⌈K1||⌈K2K3⌋||⌋||

||⌈M1||⌈M2M3⌋||⌋||
)

= (H− G)µν
N1XN1||⌈K1||⌈K2K3⌋||⌋||

||⌈M1||⌈M2M3⌋||⌋|| . (3.81)

For the second equality, we used the Ricci identity

2D[µ
M1||⌈M2M3⌋||

N1||⌈N2N3⌋||Dν]
N1||⌈N2N3⌋||

K1||⌈K2K3⌋|| = Hµν
N1XN1||⌈K1||⌈K2K3⌋||⌋||

||⌈M1||⌈M2M3⌋||⌋|| , (3.82)

and the definition (A.7). The result (3.81) is the analog of (3.68), and in order to satisfy
(3.76), we have

(H− G)µν
N1XN1||⌈K1||⌈K2K3⌋||⌋||

||⌈M1||⌈M2M3⌋||⌋|| =
∂S0

∂Bρσ
||⌈N1N2⌋||

Ṽ(2)ρσ
||⌈N1N2⌋||

µν
||⌈M1||⌈M2M3⌋||⌋||

||⌈K1||⌈K2K3⌋||⌋|| . (3.83)
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This defines the tensor Ṽ(2) which can be determined via a short calculation that requires
the use of the linear constraint (2.26) on the embedding tensor. We find that

Ṽ(2)ρσ
||⌈N1N2⌋||

µν
||⌈M1||⌈M2M3⌋||⌋||

||⌈K1||⌈K2K3⌋||⌋|| = −2εµνρσ
(
δ||⌈K1

||⌈N1ΩN2⌋||P1δ||⌈K2

P2δK3⌋||⌋||
P3 (3.84)

+δ||⌈K1

P1δ||⌈K2

||⌈N1ΩN2⌋||P2δK3⌋||⌋||
P3

+δ||⌈K1

P1δ||⌈K2

P2δK3⌋||⌋||
||⌈N1ΩN2⌋||P3

)
P
M1||⌈M2M3⌋||

P1||⌈P2P3⌋|| .

So in the end, we have proven that our proposal for Z̃(2)
a1

a2 in (3.78) is indeed a solution of

(3.76) for each value of a2. It means that the zero modes Z̃(1)
a0

a1 are not all independent
and the gauge algebra is at least reducible up to level 2. The same conclusion holds for the
zero modes in the embedding tensor formalism without an action, i.e. Z(1)

a0
a1 . These are

also not independent and the solutions of (3.75) are identical to (3.78), except for the lower
left corner, where the field strengths GµνM should be replaced by Hµν

M .
Given these non-trivial expressions for the 1st and 2nd stage zero modes, one could

wonder whether there exists a level for which this construction terminates. In other words,
is there a level s, for which

Z̃(s−1)
as−2

as−1
Z̃(s)

as−1
as = ∂iS0 Ṽ(s)

i as−2
as (3.85)

has no non-trivial solutions? If this is the case for a value s = L, then the theory is called
L-th stage reducible.

What about the embedding tensor formalism? Is it finitely reducible? A priori, there
does not seem to be a level at which the above construction comes to an end. Indeed, one
can propose the following expressions for the zero modes and non-vanishing Ṽ -tensors at
arbitrary level s ≥ 1:

Z̃(s)
as−1

as =
[
[A(s)] [B(s)] [C(s)]

]
, (3.86)

with

[A(s)] =




(−1)s+1 Y M1||⌈M2...Ms⌋||..⌋||

N1||⌈N2...Ns+1⌋||..⌋||

Dµ
M1||⌈M2...Ms+1⌋||..⌋||

N1||⌈N2...Ns+1⌋||..⌋||

(−1)s Gµν ||⌈M1P
M2||⌈...Ms+2⌋||..⌋||

N1||⌈N2...Ns+1⌋||..⌋||



 , (3.87)

[B(s)] =




0

(−1)s+1 Y M1||⌈M2...Ms+1⌋||..⌋||
N1||⌈N2...Ns+2⌋||..⌋||δ

ρ
µ

2D[µ
M1||⌈M2...Ms+2⌋||..⌋||

N1||⌈N2...Ns+2⌋||..⌋||δ
ρ

ν]



 , (3.88)

[C(s)] =




0
0

(−1)s+1 Y M1||⌈M2...Ms+2⌋||..⌋||
N1||⌈N2...Ns+3⌋||..⌋||δ

[ρσ]
[µν]



 , (3.89)

and

Ṽ(s)ρσ
||⌈N1N2⌋||

µν
M0||⌈M1...Ms⌋||..⌋||

K0||⌈K1...Ks⌋||..⌋|| = −2εµνρσ
(
δ||⌈K0

||⌈N1ΩN2⌋||P0δ||⌈K1

P1 . . . δKs⌋||..⌋||
Ps (3.90)

+ δ||⌈K0

P0δ||⌈K1

||⌈N1ΩN2⌋||P1δ||⌈K2

P2 . . . δKs⌋||..⌋||
Ps

+ . . .

+ δ||⌈K0

P0 . . . δKs⌋||..⌋||
||⌈N1ΩN2⌋||Ps

)
P
M0||⌈M1...Ms⌋||..⌋||

P0||⌈P1...Ps⌋||..⌋|| .
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Equation (3.85) is always satisfied for this combination of tensors, irrespective of the value
of s. Therefore, we conclude that there always exists a zero mode at every arbitrary level
and the theory is infinitely reducible.

Of course, this is just a formal statement since in particular examples, one needs to
evaluate the different projection operators for the special brackets in (3.86)-(3.90). For
certain choices of the embedding tensor, the projectors PM1||⌈M2...Mp⌋||..⌋||

N1||⌈N2...Np⌋||..⌋|| might vanish
for p bigger than a certain value, say ℓ. This means that also the corresponding objects
in (3.86)-(3.90) with more than ℓ upper or lower indices are identically zero. Therefore,
ℓ determines the level, L, at which the zero modes of the algebra become independent.
We conclude that a case-by-case study is needed to determine L and as such, no general
statement can be made about its value.

We have now come to the end of our discussion on the gauge structure of the embedding
tensor formalism with 1- and 2-forms and local transformations δ(Λ), δ(Ξ) and δ(Φ). We
found an algebra that is open in general, with field dependent structure functions and a
hierarchy of zero modes that has no obvious ending. The details of this gauge structure
are contained in a large set of tensors, such as the gauge generators, structure functions,
zero modes, etc. These are complicated expressions of the fields and the embedding tensor,
which makes it hard to take them into account in explicit calculations. Therefore, one might
wonder whether there exists an underlying prescription that provides a unified picture for
these complicated tensors. In the next section we will see that such a unifying formalism
does exist and that all the gauge structure tensors naturally fit into one ‘master equation’.

4 BV formalism

The formalism that we have in mind is the field-antifield or Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) for-
malism. From the introduction we recall that this formalism was originally introduced as
an extension of the Faddeev-Popov procedure to quantize a broader class of field theories
with local symmetries. It is particularly useful for theories with a complicated gauge struc-
ture such as open, soft and/or reducible algebras. In the previous sections we saw that the
embedding tensor formalism falls into this class and the BV formalism therefore provides
all the tools for its quantization. However, we will not pursue this quantization, but rather
concentrate on how the (classical) embedding tensor formalism fits into the structure of the
classical BV formalism.

To this end, we introduce in section 4.1 all the ingredients that make up the classical BV
formalism. Then, in section 4.2, we will see how the embedding tensor formalism fits into this
framework and how the BV formalism provides a simplified description for its complicated
tensor structure.
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4.1 Classical BV theory

Consider a classical system described by the action12 S0[φ] that is a functional of the bosonic
fields φi. This means that the fields have even parity, i.e.

ǫ[φi] = 0 . (4.1)

In general the classical action S0 can also contain fermionic degrees of freedom, but this case
will not be considered here.

The theory has m0 bosonic gauge symmetries that are generated by R̃
i
a0 and have cor-

responding local parameters εa0 . This then leads to m0 Noether identities as in (3.36), an
expression for the gauge commutators as in (3.39), m1 zero modes as solutions of (3.55),
etc. All these equations are written down in terms of certain tensors that determine the
complete gauge structure of the theory. The main purpose of the classical BV-formalism is
to provide a consistent framework that incorporates all these tensors in a transparent way.
In particular, this is achieved through the construction of a new action, denoted by S, which
is an extension of the classical action S0. In brief, the construction of S involves five steps,
each of which will be discussed in more detail later on.

1. Ghost fields are introduced to compensate for the gauge degrees of freedom. When
dealing with a reducible system (in which the gauge transformations are not all inde-
pendent), also higher stage ghost fields need to be introduced. The original configu-
ration space, consisting of the φi, is enlarged to include these ghost fields, ghosts for
ghosts, etc..

2. For each field, thus also for the (higher stage) ghost fields, an antifield is introduced.

3. On the space of fields and antifields, one defines an odd symplectic structure ( . , . ),
called the antibracket.

4. The classical action S0 is extended to include terms involving fields and antifields and
is denoted by S. It has to satisfy certain boundary conditions, such as the requirement
that in the limit where all antifields are put to zero, the extended action S reduces to
S0.

5. Finally, one imposes the classical master equation, (S, S) = 0. One finds solutions S to
this equation, subject to the appropriate boundary conditions. It turns out that these
solutions are an expansion in the antifields and that the coefficients in the expansion
are exactly the tensors that determine the gauge structure of the theory.

Let us now consider each of these steps in more detail.

12In the previous sections about the embedding tensor formalism, we distinguished between the gauge
algebra in the presence and in the absence of an action. To introduce the BV formalism we start with a
system determined by an action S0. Once we have introduced the formalism it is easy to consider the case
where there is no gauge-invariant classical action.
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Ghosts. Suppose we are dealing with an irreducible theory with m0 gauge invariances
and corresponding parameters εa0 . Then at the quantum level m0 ghost fields c(0)

a0 are
needed, i.e. one for each parameter. However, for our purposes it is useful to introduce
these ghost fields already at the classical level. Hence, the complete set of classical fields is
χn = {φi, c(0)

a0}.
In a reducible theory the m0 gauge invariances are not all independent; there exist zero

modes for the gauge invariances. In principle these zero modes imply that we have introduced
too many gauge parameters, but that can be necessary in order to preserve the covariance or
locality of the theory. If there are m1 first-level zero modes then one adds the ghost-for-ghost
fields c(1)

a1 (a1 = 1, · · · , m1) to the above set χn. In general for an L-stage reducible theory,
the set of fields χn (where n = 1, · · · , N) is

χn =
{
φi, c(s)

as ; s = 0, · · · , L ; as = 1, · · · , ms

}
. (4.2)

The ghosts are defined as having opposite statistics to the corresponding gauge parameter,
ghost for ghosts as having the same statistics as the gauge parameter, and so on, with the
statistics alternating for higher level ghosts. We can write this as

ǫ[c(s)
as ] = (s+ 1)mod 2, (4.3)

where ǫ[c(s)
as] denotes the parity of the (higher stage) ghost. Moreover, an additive conserved

charge, called ghost number gh[χn], is assigned to each of these fields χn. The classical fields
φi have ghost number zero, whereas ordinary ghosts have ghost number one. Ghost for
ghosts (first level ghosts), have ghost number two etc.

gh[φi] = 0 , gh[c(s)
as ] = s + 1 . (4.4)

Antifields. Next, one introduces an antifield χ∗
n (n = 1, · · · , N) for each field χn. These

antifields should be thought of as a mathematical tool to set up the formalism. The ghost
number and statistics of χ∗

n are

gh[χ∗
n] = − gh[χn]− 1 , (4.5)

ǫ[χ∗
n] = (ǫ[χn] + 1)mod 2 , (4.6)

such that χn and χ∗
n have opposite statistics. In the future, we will denote the total set of

fields and antifields13 with za = {χn, χ∗
n}. For each Field, we introduce an antifield number

afn[za] which will become important later on.

afn[za] =

{
0 : gh[za] ≥ 0 ,

−gh[za] : gh[za] < 0 .
(4.7)

13In order to refer to the fields and antifields simultaneously, we will use the terminology ‘Fields’, with a
capital letter F.
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The antibracket. On the space of Fields one introduces an odd symplectic structure, the
antibracket ( . , . ). It is defined by

(X, Y ) ≡
∂rX

∂χn

∂lY

∂χ∗
n

−
∂rX

∂χ∗
n

∂lY

∂χn
, (4.8)

where the subscripts ∂r and ∂l denote right and left differentiation respectively, and X and Y

are arbitrary functionals of the Fields za. In the case where X and Y are bosonic quantities,
the antibracket has the following useful properties. It is similar to the Poisson bracket,
but symmetric under the exchange of X and Y . It has odd statistics, i.e. ǫ[(X, Y )] = 1.
Moreover, the bracket of two identical bosonic functionals X of the Fields is

(X,X) = 2
∂rX

∂χn

∂lX

∂χ∗
n

. (4.9)

Finally we note that the definition in (4.8) can also be written as

(X, Y ) =
∂rX

∂za
Ωab ∂lY

∂zb
, where Ωab ≡

(
0 δnm
−δnm 0

)
, (4.10)

which is why we call the antibracket a symplectic structure.

The extended action and boundary conditions. Let S[χ, χ∗] be an arbitrary func-
tional of the Fields with the dimension of an action, even parity ǫ[S] = 0, and zero ghost
number gh[S] = 0. This functional is called an extended action if it satisfies the following
boundary conditions:

(i) In the ‘classical limit’, S reduces to S0,

S[χ, χ∗]|χ∗

n=0 = S0[φ
i] , (4.11)

i.e. when all the antifields are put to zero, the extended action reduces to the original
action S0. This requirement means that S can be written as an expansion in the
antifields, with the classical action S0 at zeroth order:

S[χ, χ∗] = S0 + terms that are linear, quadratic,... in the antifields. (4.12)

This can be made more precise if we order all the terms in S according to their antifield
number:

S =
∑

k

Sk = S0 + S1 + S2 + · · · , (4.13)

where afn(Si) = i. An expression for Si for the lowest orders of i will be given in due
course.
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(ii) The second boundary condition that should be satisfied is more technical. It is called
the properness condition and it takes the following form:

rank
∂l∂rS

∂za∂zb

∣∣∣∣
Σ

= N, (4.14)

where N is the number of fields χn or antifields χ∗
n and Σ denotes the subspace of

stationary points in the space of Fields,

za0 ∈ Σ ←→
∂rS

∂za

∣∣∣∣
za
0

= 0 . (4.15)

Condition (4.14) tells us that the rank of the matrix ∂l∂rS
∂za∂zb

is half its dimensions.
Due to (4.17) in the next paragraph, this is the maximum that can be achieved and
it guarantees that all the symmetries in the theory have been taken care of via the
introduction of ghosts, zero modes and their antifields.

If we take into account the boundary conditions, the expansion in (4.13) looks like

S0 = S0[φ] ,

S1 = φ∗
i R̃

i
a0c(0)

a0 ,

S2 = c∗(0)a0

(
Z̃(1)

a0
a1c(1)

a1 +
1

2
T̃

a0
b0c0c(0)

c0c(0)
b0

)

+φ∗
iφ

∗
j

(
1

2
Ṽ(1)

ji
a1c(1)

a1 +
1

4
Ẽ

ij
a0b0c(0)

a0c(0)
b0

)
,

S3 = c∗(1)a1

(
Z̃(2)

a1
a2c(2)

a2 + . . .+
1

2
F̃

a1
e0d0b0c(0)

b0c(0)
d0c(0)

e0

)

+c∗(0)a0φ
∗
i

(
Ṽ(2)

ia0
a2c(2)

a2 + . . .−
1

2
D̃

ia0
e0d0b0c(0)

b0c(0)
d0c(0)

e0

)
+ . . . (4.16)

Here we have written down the terms up to antifield number 3. The objects R̃, Z̃(1), T̃ , Ṽ(1),

Ẽ, Z̃(2), F̃ , Ṽ(2) and D̃ should be thought of as generic functionals of the fields φi (not of
the ghosts and antifields!) with a particular index structure. The dots in S3 denote more
tensors with different index structures, which we do not write explicitly here to clarify the
discussion. Also note that each term in (4.16) has ghost number zero and even parity, and
that the classical limit (4.11) is satisfied.

In the next paragraph, we will impose an extra equation on the extended action S, which
will lead to a particular form for the different tensors.

The classical master equation and general solutions. The equation that we will
impose is called the classical ‘master equation’ and it takes the form

(S, S) = 0 , (4.17)
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where S is the extended action that we introduced in (4.13) and that satisfies the boundary
conditions (4.11) and (4.14). Using (4.9), the master equation can also be written as

2
∂rS

∂χn

∂lS

∂χ∗
n

= 0 . (4.18)

To see what this equation really means, we plug in the expansion (4.13) into the left
hand side of (4.17). We get

(S, S) = 2
∂rS

∂χn

∂lS

∂χ∗
n

= 2
∂S0

∂φj
R̃

j
a0
c(0)

a0 + φ∗
i

(
2
∂R̃i

a0

∂φj
R̃

j
b0
− R̃

i
c0
T̃

c0
a0b0 +

∂S0

∂φj
Ẽ

ji
a0b0

)
c(0)

a0c(0)
b0

+2φ∗
i

(
R̃

i
a0Z̃(1)

a0
a1 −

∂S0

∂φj
Ṽ(1)

ji
a1

)
c(1)

a1 + . . .

+2c∗(0)a0

(
Z̃(1)

a0
a1Z̃(2)

a1
a2 −

∂S0

∂φj
Ṽ(2)

ja0
a2

)
c(2)

a2 + . . . (4.19)

for the first few terms. To demand that this expression is zero (which is the content of
the master equation), means that all the different terms in (4.19) should vanish separately.
We see that the vanishing of the first, second and third term is equivalent with equations
(3.36), (3.39) and (3.55) respectively. So it is clear that the master equation is satisfied up

to antifield number 1 when we identify R̃, T̃ , Ẽ, Z̃(1) and Ṽ(1) in (4.16) with the ones in

section 3.2. In other words, the master equation demands that the R̃ are exactly the gauge
generators, the T̃ are the structure constants, the Z̃(1) are the first stage zero modes etc.

This discussion can be continued to terms with higher antifield number. For example,
the last line in (4.19) vanishes if also the Z̃(2) and Ṽ(2) tensors are identified with the ones
in section 3.2. Eventually, due to the uniqueness of the solution S (see [17, 18, 19, 20] for a
proof), we conclude that the dots in (4.19) lead to all the relations that determine the gauge
structure. For example, at higher order we will also discover the higher order zero modes
(3.85).

To summarize, we have seen that the unique solution S of the master equation (4.17),
supplemented by the boundary conditions (4.11) and (4.14), is an expansion in the antifields
that contains all the gauge structure tensors of the theory as its expansion coefficients. It
is in this sense that all the details of the gauge structure of the theory are contained in
one equation and that the BV-formalism provides a concise framework for the complicated
properties of the gauge algebra.

Before we apply this strong result to our example of the embedding tensor formalism,
let us make a final remark about gauge theories without an action. In section 3 we have
encountered an example of a consistent gauge algebra that closes on the fields, but without
the existence of a Lagrangian description for these fields. Since our discussion on the BV
formalism explicitly assumes the existence of a classical action S0, one might wonder whether
the case without an action can also be incorporated. This turns out to be possible if one
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parity ghost ♯ antifield ♯

fields φi Aµ
M Bµν

||⌈MN⌋|| + 0 0

ghosts c(0)
a0 c(0)

M c(0)µ
||⌈MN⌋|| c(0)µν

||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋|| − 1 0

c(1)
a1 c(1)

||⌈MN⌋|| c(1)µ
||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋|| c(1)µν

||⌈M ||⌈N ||⌈PQ⌋||⌋||⌋|| + 2 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

Table 2: Field content of the BV formalism.

makes the following modifications to the original formulation of the BV formalism. First,
we set S0 = 0, so there is no zeroth order term in the extended action S. Due to the absence
of S0, the proof of the uniqueness of the solution for S breaks down.14 As a consequence the
terms with φ∗

iφ
∗
j in S2 are undetermined (as well as several other terms at higher order in the

antifields). We can delete these terms, and we find a solution without any terms quadratic
in antifields. In turn this leads to the vanishing of all terms in (4.19) that are proportional
to the field equations. In other words, (S, S) reduces to

(S, S) = φ∗
i

(
2
∂Ri

a0

∂φj
R

j
b0
−R

i
c0
T

c0
a0b0

)
c(0)

a0c(0)
b0

+2φ∗
iR

i
a0Z(1)

a0
a1c(1)

a1 + 2c∗(0)a0Z(1)
a0

a1Z(2)
a1

a2c(2)
a2 + . . . , (4.20)

where we have also removed all the tildes in order to distinguish these tensors from the ones
in the presence of an action. Again, if we impose the master equation, we encounter the
relations (3.13), (3.54), (3.75) etc. which determine all the properties of the gauge structure.

4.2 Embedding tensor formalism and the BV formulation

Let us now apply the results form the previous section to the embedding tensor formalism.
The field content can easily be identified and is summarized in Table 2. Each of the fields
in this table gets a corresponding antifield φ∗

i , c
∗
(0)a0

, etc. The ghost number, parity and

antifield number of the antifields can be determined via (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) respectively.
Then we construct the extended action and impose the master equation. From our

considerations of the previous section, we know that S is given by the expansion in (4.13).
However, the precise form of the Si depends on whether we consider the embedding tensor
formalism in the absence or the presence of an action, i.e. in terms of the untilded or tilded

14The Koszul-Tate differential is no more acyclic.
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tensors respectively. In the first case, the leading terms in the extended action are

S = φ∗
iR

i
a0c(0)

a0 + c∗(0)a0Z(1)
a0

a1c(1)
a1 + c∗(1)a1Z(2)

a1
a2c(2)

a2 + . . . (4.21)

= A∗µ
M

(
Dµ

M
Kc(0)

K −Y M
KLc(0)µ

||⌈KL⌋||
)

+B∗µν
||⌈MN⌋||

(
−2Hµν

||⌈Mc(0)
N⌋|| +2D[µ

MN
KLc(0) ν]

||⌈KL⌋||

−Y MN
K||⌈LR⌋||c(0)µν

||⌈K||⌈LR⌋||⌋||
)

+ . . .

+c∗(0)M
(

Y M
KLc(1)

||⌈KL⌋||
)

+c∗(0)
µ
||⌈MN⌋||

(
Dµ

MN
KLc(1)

||⌈KL⌋|| +Y MN
K||⌈LR⌋||c(1)µ

||⌈K||⌈LR⌋||⌋||
)

+c∗(0)
µν

||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋||

(
−Hµν

||⌈M
P
NP ⌋||

KLc(1)
||⌈KL⌋|| +2D[µ

M ||⌈NP ⌋||
K||⌈LR⌋||c(1)ν]

||⌈K||⌈LR⌋||⌋||

+Y M ||⌈NP ⌋||
K||⌈L||⌈RS⌋||⌋||c(1)µν

||⌈K||⌈L||⌈RS⌋||⌋||⌋||
)

+ . . .

+c∗(1)||⌈MN⌋||

(
−Y MN

K||⌈LR⌋||c(2)
||⌈K||⌈LR⌋||⌋||

)

+c∗(1)
µ
||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋||

(
Dµ

||⌈M ||⌈NP ⌋||⌋||
K||⌈LR⌋||c(2)

||⌈K||⌈LR⌋||⌋|| −Y M ||⌈NP ⌋||
K||⌈L||⌈RS⌋||⌋||c(2)µν

||⌈K||⌈L||⌈RS⌋||⌋||⌋||
)

+ . . .

We only wrote down the covariant terms and we recognize a certain systematics in this
expression. At each level in the antifields, we encounter the same objects Y , Dµ and H
between the brackets, but multiplied by different ghost fields. This is due to the particular
form of the gauge transformations and (higher order) zero modes. Also for higher levels in
the antifields, we expect that this structure survives. The dots in (4.21) denote extra terms
that contain non-covariant objects and higher orders in the antifields.

The same calculation can be done for the embedding tensor formalism in the presence
of an action. Then the extended action S contains extra terms, starting with the classical
action S0 (see 2.22) at zeroth order. Also other new terms are present at higher orders in the

antifields, as can be seen from (4.16). Since we identified the expansion coefficients (R̃, T̃ ,

Ẽ, etc.) in (4.16) with the gauge structure tensors in section 3, the latter can be substituted
into the expressions for Si in (4.16). We will not do this again, since the final result looks
very similar to (4.21).

All in all, we have shown that the BV formalism provides a very appropriate description
for the complicated gauge structure of the embedding tensor formalism. It suffices to consider
the extended action S and assume the master equation (S, S) = 0, in order to have a full
handle on the gauge structure of the theory. To finish this section, we will further illustrate
this by means of an example. We will consider the terms in the master equation that are
proportional to c∗(0) a0c(0)

b0c(0)
d0c(0)

e0, and show that they give rise to the modified Jacobi
identity. We start from

(S, S) = . . .+ 2
∂rS2

∂φi

∂lS1

∂φ∗
i

+ 2
∂rS2

∂c(0)a0

∂lS2

∂c∗(0)a0
+ 2

∂rS2

∂c(1)a1

∂lS3

∂c∗(1)a1
+ . . . (4.22)

= c∗(0)a0

(
∂T̃ a0

b0d0

∂φi
R̃

i
e0 + T̃

a0
b0c0T̃

c0
d0e0 + Z̃(1)

a0
a1F̃

a1
e0d0b0

)
c(0)

b0c(0)
d0c(0)

e0

+ . . .
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Note that in the absence of a classical action S0 in the embedding tensor formalism, the
expression (4.22) is completely analogous, except that tilded tensors should be replaced by
untilded ones.

If the master equation is satisfied, the terms that are proportional to c∗(0) a0c(0)
b0c(0)

d0c(0)
e0

should vanish, i.e.

c∗(0)a0

(
∂T̃ a0

b0d0

∂φi
R̃

i
e0 + T̃

a0
b0c0T̃

c0
d0e0 + Z̃(1)

a0
a1F̃

a1
e0d0b0

)
c(0)

b0c(0)
d0c(0)

e0 = 0 . (4.23)

This imposes several relations between the gauge generators R̃, structure functions T̃ , zero
modes Z̃(1) and tensors F̃ . Let us calculate the easiest contribution, i.e. for the indices
a0, b0, d0, e0 ∈ {K, L, M, . . .}, and plug in the expressions for the structure functions and
zero modes,

c∗(0)K

(
∂X[LM ]

K

∂φi
R̃

i
N +X[LP ]

KX[MN ]
P + Y K

PQF̃
||⌈PQ⌋||

NML

)
c(0)

Lc(0)
Mc(0)

N = 0 . (4.24)

The first term between the brackets vanishes because the XLM
K do not depend on the φi.

The second term is antisymmetric in [MNL] since it is multiplied by the anticommuting
ghost fields, and therefore it is equal to the left hand side of the modified Jacobi identity
(2.9). Finally, the third term in (4.24) can accommodate the right hand side of the modified
Jacobi identity, since it is proportional to Y K

PQ. If we set

F̃
||⌈PQ⌋||

NMLc(0)
Lc(0)

Mc(0)
N =

1

3
δN

||⌈PXML
Q⌋||c(0)

Lc(0)
Mc(0)

N , (4.25)

we have shown that at antifield number 2 in the master equation, the modified Jacobi identity
appears. This is clearly a consequence of the presence of the non-vanishing zero modes, that
allow for an extra term that is proportional to Y K

PQ. Likewise, several other relations can
be found that are a consequence of the existence of the zero modes. Another example is the
relation Y P

RSXPM
N = 0 that appears if one collects the terms proportional to φ∗

i c(0)
a0c(0)

b0

in the master equation.
In the end, starting from the extended action and imposing the master equation, we are

able to reproduce all the important relations that characterize the gauge structure of the
embedding tensor formalism, and that were found before in the literature (e.g. in [8, 9, 10]).

5 Conclusions

This article extends previous work that has been done on the D = 4 embedding tensor
formalism. It emphasizes the complicated form of the gauge algebra that was previously
discussed in [9, 10], and tries to suggest a more concise description of the formalism via BV
theory.

We started by calculating the full gauge algebra on the 1- and 2-form gauge fields. As
these fields suffice to write down a gauge invariant action in 4 dimensions [8], no higher order
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form fields were considered. We argued that the algebra in the absence of any dynamics for
the fields explicitly differs from the algebra in the presence of a gauge invariant action. In
the latter case we showed that the algebra is open, i.e. only closes on-shell, whereas in
the first case the algebra turned out to be closed. In both cases the algebra is soft since
the ‘structure constants’ are functions of the fields. We also calculated the zero modes
of the gauge transformations and proved that in both cases the algebra is higher-stage
reducible. In principle we could conclude that the embedding tensor formalism is even infinite
stage reducible because the level at which the zero modes become independent cannot be
determined. But as the discussion was very generic, we suggest that a case-by-case study of
particular examples can bring more insight into this.

After having determined the relevant gauge structure tensors (generators, structure con-
stants, zero modes, etc.) we used these tensors to construct a BV action. In this way all
the features of the complicated gauge structure are captured by the BV framework and we
conclude that this framework can be a convenient tool to further investigate the embedding
tensor formalism.

An alternative approach would be to use the BV method of constructing stepwise an
extended action, starting from a classical action. If we impose the (S, S) = 0 condition on
the extended action, each term in the expansion must vanish separately and this gives rise
to the known gauge structure relations (commutation relations, zero mode relations, Jacobi
identities, etc.). Then the properties of the gauge structure tensors that we mentioned in
earlier chapters follow from these relations.

It would be interesting to extend our results to generic dimensions (especially in the cases
where an action is known) and to study the gauge structure of the full tensor hierarchy,
i.e. including higher order p-form fields. Also the reducibility of the theory remains an
open question. As we said above, our discussion so far was very generic. Studying specific
examples for which an explicit form of the projectors P is chosen can help us to get a better
understanding of the level L at which all zero modes become independent. Another way to
study the reducibility of the theory is to do a dimensional analysis of the degrees of freedom
of the theory. The total number of degrees of freedom of the theory depends strongly on
the number of (higher stage) zero modes. By calculating this number explicitly, we can
determine the level of reducibility L. This calculation might even be possible for generic
models and arbitrary spacetime dimensions D.

Another subject to look at in the future is the quantization of generic gauge theories. In
this article we exploited the fact that the BV formalism provides a compact notation for the
gauge structure of classical theories. On the other hand, the BV formalism was originally
designed as a method for the quantization of field theories. So, due to our reformulation of
the embedding tensor formalism in terms of the BV formalism, we have now all the tools
available for the quantization of generic gauged supergravities. In practice however, this
might still be very hard to do.
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A Useful relations

A.1 Covariant and contravariant tensors

We call an object TM contravariant if it transforms as follows under the gauge group

δ(Λ) TM = ΛKδKT
M = −ΛKXKN

MTN . (A.1)

As an example, TM can be thought of as the modified field strength Hµν
M , for which the

transformation is given in (2.19).
We call an object TM covariant if its gauge transformations are

δ(Λ) TM = ΛKδKTM = ΛKXKM
NTN . (A.2)

These transformations can be trivially generalized to objects with an arbitrary number of
upper and lower vector indices.

However, in section 2.1 we encountered the special case where tensors TRS are multiplied
by Y M

RS. Generically, the latter does not map onto the full symmetric tensor product
(RS). To make this more precise, we introduced a projector (2.17) which defines a restricted
representation denoted by the brackets ||⌈ . . . ⌋|| in (2.21). Then T ||⌈RS⌋|| and T||⌈RS⌋|| are objects
that transform as follows under the restricted representation

δ(Λ) T ||⌈RS⌋|| ≡ −ΛKXK||⌈LM⌋||
||⌈RS⌋||T ||⌈LM⌋|| , (A.3)

δ(Λ) T||⌈RS⌋|| ≡ ΛKXK||⌈RS⌋||
||⌈LM⌋||T||⌈LM⌋|| . (A.4)

This defines a new tensor XK||⌈LM⌋||
||⌈RS⌋||. Since the gauge transformation of T ||⌈RS⌋|| can also be

written as
δKT

||⌈RS⌋|| = P
RS

MN

(
−XKL

MT ||⌈LN⌋|| −XKL
NT ||⌈ML⌋||

)
, (A.5)

we conclude that
XK||⌈LM⌋||

||⌈RS⌋|| = 2XK||⌈L
||⌈Rδ

S⌋||
M⌋|| . (A.6)

With this tensor we can build a new tensor Y MN
P ||⌈RS⌋||:

Y MN
P ||⌈RS⌋|| ≡ 2δP

||⌈MY N⌋||
RS −XP ||⌈RS⌋||

||⌈MN⌋||, (A.7)

for which Y K
MNY

MN
P ||⌈RS⌋|| = 0 (we will prove this in A.2). Note that the definition (A.7) is

consistent with the one in (3.20). Generically, the tensor Y MN
P ||⌈RS⌋|| does not map onto the

full tensor product P ||⌈RS⌋|| but only on a restricted subrepresentation. Again, we can define
a projector15 P

K||⌈LM⌋||
P ||⌈RS⌋|| such that it leaves the Y -tensor invariant:

Y NQ
P ||⌈RS⌋|| = Y NQ

K||⌈LM⌋||P
K||⌈LM⌋||

P ||⌈RS⌋|| . (A.8)

15In this text we only use the properties P
K||⌈LM⌋||

P ||⌈[RS]⌋|| = 0 and P
K||⌈LM⌋||

P ||⌈RS⌋|| |(PRS)= 0. Again

P
K||⌈LM⌋||

P ||⌈RS⌋|| can be taken of lower rank in particular applications where the constraints are satisfied, similar
to footnote 3.
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With this new projector, we construct objects that transform in the restricted representation:

T ||⌈P ||⌈RS⌋||⌋|| ≡ P
P ||⌈RS⌋||

K||⌈LM⌋||T
K||⌈LM⌋|| . (A.9)

And analogous to (A.3), we introduce a tensor XP ||⌈Q||⌈RS⌋||⌋||
||⌈M ||⌈NK⌋||⌋|| that is defined via this gauge

transformation:
δKT

||⌈P ||⌈RS⌋||⌋|| ≡ −XK||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋||
||⌈P ||⌈RS⌋||⌋||T ||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋||. (A.10)

This XK||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋||
||⌈P ||⌈RS⌋||⌋|| appears again in a new Y -tensor

Y P ||⌈RS⌋||
K||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋|| ≡ −δK

||⌈PY RS⌋||
L||⌈MN⌋|| −XK||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋||

||⌈P ||⌈RS⌋||⌋|| (A.11)

for which Y VW
P ||⌈RS⌋||Y

P ||⌈RS⌋||
K||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋|| = 0 (we will prove this in the A.2).

Then we see that there exists a whole hierarchy of such tensors that are mutually orthog-
onal. A generic Y -tensor is defined as

Y M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||
N0||⌈N1||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋|| = −δN0

||⌈M1Y M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||
N1||⌈N2||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋|| −XN0||⌈N1||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋||

||⌈M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||,

(A.12)
for p ≥ 3 and XN0||⌈N1||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋||

||⌈M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋|| determines the gauge transformation of a covariant
object T ||⌈M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||:

δN0
T ||⌈M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋|| ≡ −XN0||⌈N1||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋||

||⌈M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||T ||⌈N1||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋||. (A.13)

In the remaining part of this appendix, we will prove some useful relations for the Y -tensors
that are used throughout the text.

A.2 Orthogonality of the Y -tensors

We will prove that
Y V

RSY
RS

K||⌈LM⌋|| = 0 (A.14)

and
Y VW

P ||⌈RS⌋||Y
P ||⌈RS⌋||

K||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋|| = 0 . (A.15)

Knowing this, it is then easy to show (by induction) that

Y K2||⌈K3||⌈...Kp⌋||..⌋||
M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||Y

M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||
N0||⌈N1||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋|| = 0, (A.16)

for p > 3.
The closure constraint (2.6) tells us that the embedding tensor is gauge invariant and

thus δV Y
M

RS = 0. From (A.3) we know that

0 = δKY
V
LM

= −XKR
V Y R

LM +XK||⌈LM⌋||
||⌈RS⌋||Y V

RS

= −2Y V
KRY

R
LM +XK||⌈LM⌋||

||⌈RS⌋||Y V
RS , (A.17)
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where we used (2.8) in the third equality. Now we can write

Y V
RSY

RS
K||⌈LM⌋|| = 2Y V

KRY
R
LM −XK||⌈LM⌋||

||⌈RS⌋||Y V
RS

= 0 , (A.18)

due to (A.7) in the first equality and (A.17) in the second. This proves equation (A.14). A
similar computation can be done in order to show (A.15). From the closure constraint we
conclude that (using (A.10))

0 = δKY
VW

L||⌈MN⌋||

= XK||⌈RS⌋||
||⌈VW ⌋||Y RS

L||⌈MN⌋|| −XK||⌈L||⌈MN⌋||⌋||
||⌈R||⌈ST ⌋||⌋||Y VW

R||⌈ST ⌋||. (A.19)

If we combine this expression with (A.7) and (A.14) it is easy to see that (A.15) is satisfied.
Now we will prove the orthogonality (A.16) for general Y -tensors by induction. We start

from the observation that the Y -tensor with p−1 upper indices and p lower indices is gauge
invariant:

XN0||⌈K2||⌈K3||⌈...Kp⌋||..⌋||
||⌈M2||⌈M3||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||Y K2||⌈K3||⌈...Kp⌋||..⌋||

N1||⌈N2||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋|| =

XN0||⌈N1||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋||
||⌈K1||⌈K2||⌈...Kp⌋||..⌋||Y M2||⌈M3||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||

K1||⌈K2||⌈...Kp⌋||..⌋||. (A.20)

This relation allows us to rewrite the lefthandside of equation (A.16) as

(A.16) = −Y K2||⌈K3||⌈...Kp⌋||..⌋||
N0||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||Y

M2||⌈M3||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||
N1||⌈N2||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋||

−Y M2||⌈M3||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||
N1||⌈N2||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋||XN0||⌈M2||⌈M3||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||

||⌈K2||⌈K3||⌈...Kp⌋||..⌋|| . (A.21)

If we now replace the X-tensor on the second line by Y tensors via their definition (A.12),
then this relation reduces to (A.16) for p− 2 upper and p − 1 lower indices. By induction,
this orthogonality relation is satisfied and we have proven (A.16).

A.3 Covariant derivatives

It is useful to introduce derivative operators Dµ
N1||⌈N2||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋||

M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋|| that describe the
action of a covariant derivative on objects T ||⌈M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋|| in different representations of the
gauge group. For p = 1 we define

Dµ
N

MTM ≡
(
δM

N∂µ + Aµ
QXQM

N
)
TM = DµT

N . (A.22)

We extend this definition for generic p as follows

Dµ
N1||⌈N2||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋||

M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋|| ≡ ∂µP
N1||⌈N2||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋||

M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋|| + Aµ
QXQ||⌈M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||

||⌈N1||⌈N2||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋||.

(A.23)
The following relation is being used in the text

Dµ
N

MY M
RS = Y N

KLDµ
KL

RS. (A.24)
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It is not difficult to prove this:

Y N
KLDµ

KL
RS = Y N

KL

(
∂µP

KL
RS + Aµ

QXQ||⌈RS⌋||
||⌈KL⌋||

)

= ∂µY
N

RS + Aµ
QXQM

NY M
RS

= Dµ
N

MY M
RS, (A.25)

where in the second equality we used the definition of the projector P
KL

RS and the gauge
invariance of the Y M

RS tensor (A.17). Finally, (A.24) can be generalized to

Dµ
M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||

K1||⌈K2||⌈...Kp⌋||..⌋||Y
K1||⌈K2||⌈...Kp⌋||..⌋||

N0||⌈N1||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋|| =

Y M1||⌈M2||⌈...Mp⌋||..⌋||
K0||⌈K1||⌈...Kp⌋||..⌋||Dµ

K0||⌈K1||⌈...Kp⌋||..⌋||
N0||⌈N1||⌈...Np⌋||..⌋|| , (A.26)

which is easy to proof if one uses the gauge invariance of the Y -tensors (A.20).
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